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-'.- .ABSTRACT -.

A series of full-scale cabinet fire tests was conducted by * .C~i
Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The cabinet fire tests were prompted by the
potential threat tu the safety of a nuclear power plant by a'
cabinet fire i;i either the control room or in a switchgear._.-:i
type room.. Tne purpose 'of these cabinet fire tests was to
characterize the development and effects of internally
ignited cabinet fires .as a function of several 'parameters
believed to most influence the burning process. A primary

*.J.;< qoal of this test program was to test representative and
credible configurations and materials. This series of
22 cabinet' fire tests demonstrated that fires in either
benchboard or* vertical cabinets with either IEEE-383 quali-
fied cable or unqualified cable can be ignited and propa-

--gate. However, fires with IEEE-383 qualified cable do not- -' .
propagate as rapidly nor to the extent'that---unqualified cable
does. Furthermore, the results showed that the thermal .en-
vironment in the test enclosure and adjacent cabinets is not.
::. evere enough to resul.t in autoignition of other combusti- -

bles; although in some of the larger fires melting of plastic .

materials may occur. Smoke accumulation in the room appeared
-to. be the most significant problem, as smoke obscured the
view in the enclosure within minutes after ignition.- Essen- -v ::J
tially, a cabinet fire can propagate within a single cabinet;
however, for the conditions tested it does not appear that ': h1;
the fire poses a threat outside the burning cabinet except
'the resulting smoke. -. --
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A series of full-scale fi'le tests has been conducted as part
of the Fire Protection Research Program being performed for
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL). This series of fire tests has
been conducted to investigate the effects of internally
ignited cabinet fires on cabinets and rooms.
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The cabinet fire investigation was prompted by the potential
threat to the safety of a nuclear power plant by a cabinet---''.
fire in either the control room or in a switchgear-type room.
The items of concern centered around: (1) the potential for
a cabinet fire to ignite. (2) the rate of development of a
fire in a cabinet. (3) the resulting. room environment pro-
duced by the fire, and (4) the potential for the fire to
spread to other cabinets and damage equipment and components
-throughout the room.

The cabinet fire tests were performed in two phases. The
tests reported here, from the first phase of testing, focus
on the development of the fire in the cabinet and the result-.:
ing environment in adjacent cabinets and the test enclosure.O
In essence they are "Cdbinet Effect Tests." Subsequent test-
ing. the second phase, was intended to provide confirmation
of the first phase tests and investigate the effects of cabi-
net fires on a large control room size enclosure and arrange-
ment. These second phase tests (Room Effects Tests) have.
been completed and will be reported on at a later date.

The purpose of the cabinet fire test program was to charac-
terize the development and effects of an internally ignited -- G. rt
fire in a cabinet as a function of several parameters be-
lieved to most influence the burning process. This was done
h.r toeri*n t* s ^nn

Ii! �

h!I I
I.

sources. 'and in situ fuel configur-ations. The environments
inside and in the vicinity of the cabinets directly involved
in the fire. and of the other cabinets, components, and corm-
bustibles located in the test enclosure were measured. A
primary goal of this test program was to test representative
and credible configurations and materials. The specific
objectives.of the Cabinet.Effects Tests were to:

~. .

a. Identify credible: ignition
igniting a cabinet~fire:.

sources capabl.e of

b. Determine what credible in situ fuel types, amounts,
and configurations can result in ignition and propa'
gation of a cabinet fire;

..

;ii�zI
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EXECUTIVE SUMKARY- hi- '

c, Assess the effects' of different ignition source
fuels and in situ fuels on fire development rate and
equipment damage;

d. Establish the effects of different cabinet styles
and ventilation methods on fire development: .

e.- Determine the' development rate of the fire (heat. 'tit

release rate); '*.

f. Investigate the environments developing within. and ; i
around the cabinets: and

g. Monitor the. development of the enclosure environ--
'ment.

Initially. a series of five Screening Tests and eleven n .A
Scoping Tests was conducted to evaluate specific concerns-.
about the ignition sources and in -situ fuel configurations. - .

j These tests were conducted on a smaller scale (e.g.. minimal
materials and instrumentation) for a quick test turnaround.
These .tZsts provided valuable results and input for use in'
the subsequent full-scale tests. a.,

- The six -full-scale tests, called the Preliminary Cabinet
Fire Tests, were conducted to investigate how an internally
ignited cabinet fire' will develop and its effect on adjacent
cabinets and the enclosure. Four of these six tests were
conducted in vertical nuclear power plant cabinets. two:with .
unqualified cable, one .with !EEE-383 qualified cable. ,and, - '
one with a heptane- pool .The remaining two tests were con- -.
ducted in benchboard' style cabinets. one each with unquali-
fied ,and IEEE-383' qualified --cable. . The effects 'of the
following variables- on fire development were investigated
.(a) different ignition sources. one each transient and elec-

0'.4 -trical. - (b) cabinet styles, (c) cabinet ventilation, and
(d) in situ fuel types.' amounts, and configurations.

UViii
The results of the 22;Cobinet Effects Tests are not gener-
ally applicable because the results are so configuration and
test specific.' However', the following conclusions can be.
made:

'.; .Cabinet.fires can be ignited and propagate in either
unqualified or. qualified cable with either of the }. .:
two ignition sources tested (transient 'and elec.
trical). However, the qualified cable is much more
difficult to ignite and' propagate.

-2- . .
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EXECUTIVE" SUMMARY

2. It is possible to have a rapidly developing cabinet
fire with either type of catble as the in situ fuel

-- and in either style. vertical or'benchboard, of cabi- -
net. Although, fires with qualified cable tended to
be less intense than those involving unqualified

..cable.

3. Ignition, development rate, and spread of a cabinet
fire are dependent on jcritical"" (i.e.. just the
right combination of variables) 'ignition sources,
in situ fuel type. geometries, and amounts. and on

- cabinet style and ventilation. These "critical"
values are interdependent on' many variables and
therefore no "critical" values can be identified
based on these tests. However, it was found that
with-unqualified cable, the range of values causing

* ignition and fire spread was much wider than with
qualified cable.

4. For the enclosure conditions tested (i.e., enclosute
, size and ventilation rates),, the thermal environment

in the enclosure produced by the fires was not severe
enough to cause autoignition of materials, but the
thermal environment may be. severe enough to 'cause
equipment danmage. Furthermore, it appears from these
tests that a fire will -not spread from the burning
cabinet to adjacent cabinets. However, under differ-
ent conditions (e.g.,, single wall, larger fires) a
cabinet fire could cause 'autoignition in an adjacent

- cabinet and continue to propagate. A double wall
barrier between cabinets appears to play a crucial

* role in preventing cabinet-to-cabinet fire spread
during the larger cabinet fires.

5. For the enclosure conditions tested, dense smoke
accumulation in the room became a problem 'within
minutes 'after ignition, for all fuel types and

cabinet configurations.

L - Essentially, the conclusion of the cabinet fire tests' is
,;tA a a cabinct fire can propagate within a 'single cabinet;

however, for the conditions tested, it does not appear that;
- the fire poses a threat outside the burning cabinet,,, except

'" for the resulting smoke. Althcugh this test effort involved
realistic ranges of parameters, it must be recognized thatfl other cabinet and fuel configurations may result in somewhat
different findings. In addition,--because of the influence
of operation response and, overall safety system'-performance.

:1| -''-'-conclusions regarding cabinet fires causing difficulty in
the'ability of the plant 'to shut down cannot be made solely
from the fire test data presented in this report.'
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Based on the findings of the-Cabinet Fire Test Program it is
recommended that the effectiveness of the following should
be investigated: --...

1. Detection systems in cabinets;:

2. Automatic gaseous suppression systems both inside
and outside cabinets:.

3. Manual suppression of cabinet fires;

4. Smoke control and purge systems;

5. Potential for fire spread in non.'ivided cabinets: and

6. Independence of remote shutdown capability.
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1. INTRODUCTION_____

1.1 Background

-.:--sA_:series of-.full-scale cabinet fire tests was -perforited as - - I
--part of the Fire Protection Research Program. This program
;is being conducted for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-'
sion (NRC) by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). The Cabi-
net: Fire Test Program was prompted by the potential threat A!l
to the safety of a nuclear power plant by a cabinet fire in hI:-
either a control room :or a switchgear-type room. Although- , l
there have been no fires in control room cabinets of cperat-
ing nuclear power plants. there have been fires in cabinets-amaeother parts of plants that have resulted in significant

-damage'-due to heat, smoke, and-corrosion.[1) Furthermore,
based on probabilistic risk analysis, a fire in a nuclear.
power plant represents one of the greatest threats to the.'
safety of a plant. Based on plant operating experience. a '
.typical nuclear power plant can expect to have three to four
major fires during its lifetime.[1l In addition,- a recent
study (2. has shown that not all remote shutdown retas are
truly independent of the control room and that short circuits-
and other electrical prbblems could potentially propagate:!'-
from the control room to the remote shutdown area.

Due to. the potential level of risk, the NRC staff had a num-.
ber of concerns about cabinet fires. These concerns cent-
tered around (a) the ability of a cabinet fire to ignite and
'spread. (b) the rate of development of the fire in a cabinet,
(c) the resulting room environments produced by the fire, and
(d) the potential for; the fire to spread to other cabinets
and damage equipment and components throughout the room.. In
t te tests described in this report, concerns (a). (1b), and
.(d) iare! investigated.i Additionally, concern (c) was; moni-
tored. but due to the' relatively small enclosure size used
in these tests, the results were validated by control room

.testing performed as the second phase of this test series 4
-Part Z of this report). ... -

1 .2 Program Objectives : . ' '.

To address the concerns dercribed above the cabinet fire test
program was initiated.! The overall program objective was to . 1

* characterize. the fire room development in electrical cabi- - ¾
nets and investigate 'the resulting room 'environment as a
function of several parameters that most influence the
burning process.[31 The. cabinet fire tests were performed
in two parts: Part 1,: the tests discussed in this report,

..are called the Cabinet Effects Tests. These are dll the
cabinet' fire tests that were conducted at SNL and are
reported here. The second part of the testing was called

..... the room Effects Testsiand will be described in a subsequent
- eport. . . .

--5 .'
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The purpose of the Cabinet Effects Tests (Part 1 tests) was
to evaluate the potential for an internally ignited cabinet
* fire to occur and to investigate the development of the fire
in' the cabinet and the resulting environment- in adjacent
cabinets. This was done "...by measuring, for representa -

tive cabinets, configurations, ignition sources and in situ
fuel, configurations, the environments inside and in the
vicinity of the cabinet directly involved--in the fire and of
other cabinets, components. and combustibles located in the:
test enclosure."[3] The Room Effects Tests (Part 2) were
performed to provide confirmation of the Part 1 tests and to-,
investigate the effects of cabinet fires on a control room
size room and arrangement.

Specifically, the objectives of the Cabinet Effects Tests
(the tests described in this report) were to:

a. Identify credible ignition sources capable of ignit-
.ing a cabinet fire:

I

I

.i

: i

b. Determine wnat credible in situ tuel types, amounts,. -.
and configurations can result in ignition and--~'' '-.
propagation of'a cabinet fire: --

c. Assess the effects of different ignition source fuels
'and in situ.fuels on fire development rate and equip-
ment damage;

d. Establish the effects of different, cabinet styles-
and ventilation methods on fire development;

e. Determine the development rate of the fire (heat rem
lease rate);

i'-' - .. .around the cabinets; and. . ........................ ,;'

g. Monitor the development of the enclosure environment
au th c an(secondary purpose)).

A major goal of these tests was to make them as representa
ti-ve and credible as possible, yet not plant specific,' so
that the results of the tests would be as realistic as p.os- -

,3s i b l e ..1-j........................................... ,t

3 Previous--Studies

Previous studies, both system studies and~testing, have shown,-
.t----- that cabinet fires in nuclear power plants can be a poten

tial threat to the safety and shutdown capabilities of *a
plant .4-7]

! .. . ' -.'

… .:.
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The first cabinet testing was performed as a result oL NRC
concern about the proximity of redundant safety systems in
adjacent control cabinets at Enrico Fermi Nuclear Power'
plant, Unit 2. As a result, two tests and some supporting
analysis were performed in an attempt to resolve those con-
cerns. The first test [4] was a pool fire test with a.simu-
lated cabinet panel with which the utility hoped to determine
the conditions of safe shutdown components, which were inter-
nal. to the control panels following a flammable liquid expo-
sure fire.. The components survived the test; yet the use of
a simulated panel was: questioned because the utility could
not evaluate the effects that the cabinet ventilation might

Shave on enhancing damage or cooling the components. 'In an
, '-attempt to resolve concerns raised in the first test about
.the cabinet internal temperature being high and the plume

i' directly impinging on the cabinet, Fermi conducted--an oven
-test and a plume analysis [5] was performed. Detroit Edison
Co. concluded that the tests were bounding and that compo-
nents in 'a cabinet could survive an external pool fire.
However, these firee did not address the possibility of
ignition of the in situ cabinet fuels or the effects of a
fire on adjacent cabinets or the room. Haddam Neck nuclear
power plant performed an analysis similar to Ferris as.part
of their evaluation of cabinet fires.[6-

Two cabinet fire tests [7] were performed for SNL by Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory to assess the susceptibility of electri-
cal cabinets to fire damage. The 'test cabinet used was not
typical of- nuclear power plant control cabinet's (too small
and too light): however, it had two doors, one with ventila-
tion grills at the top and bottom. iBth.tests were performed
with an external solid fuel:as the ignition source which-'con-
sisted of trash-type materials. The first test was intended
to characterize the ignition source and its effects on. the

-.' test enclosure. In the second test, the cabinet contained an
- .. in situ fuel load (cables) in addition to the external igni-

tion source. The intent 'of this test was to evaluate the
effects of the burning ignition-source on the in situ fuel.

These tests demonstrated. that a. large, 14.13 kg (31.1 lb).
external (to the cabinet) transient fire source could result
in high 'temperatures and possible ignition in both the cabi-
net and the room. However, it must be emphasized that the'
conditions''(i.e.. cabinets, fuel loading, and test enclosure)
were not typical of those found in a nuclear power plant., . . . . .

As part. of the background investigation into the cabinet fire
testing program, SNL initiated a study performed by Ebasco
Services, Inc. to evaluate the current industry standards
and design practices related to cabinet and component setup
and to conduct a detailed analysis on the potential.effects-
of 'a' cabinet fire on plant safety. Part of this

-7-
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study was to analyze four plants to' determine the present
practices, with a very detailed analysis being conducted on
two of the plants. Some results of this study, based on the
two plants analyzed in detail, were:

1. 'The probability ;of occurrence of a fire that does
extensive damage to a contro.lspanel is exceedingly
low due to the absence of ingnition sources -and the'
'ease of detecting and suppressing fires--but a fire
cannot be ruled out.

2. A failure mode analysis of critical components when'
subjected to fire environments showed that' faults I -
can propagate, which means the remote 'shutdown area
must be isolated."'

In order to evaluate the effects of a cabinet fire on the
components and their ab'ility to function. Ebasco recommended

--tests that investigate the following: (a) how long must- the
control panel fire progress until panel component damage
occurs, (b) how long must a control panel fire progress until
'the control room must be evacuated, and (c) what is the rela-
tive likelihood and extent of the specific modes of panel
component -damage?

The tests and system studies to date have only shown that
..cabinet fires can be a significant'threat and that the fires
can - result in component damage that could' propagate shorts
a nd faults. s However. no full-scale, realistic cabinet 'fire
testing had been conducted to investigate fire development
rates or room effects of: cabinet fires. -

-.1.4 ProQram Approach

In order to make the tests as realistic and credible -as
pos'sibl-e- .a large amount of background research was con-
ducted'[2.8] Figure 1. 'the flow diagram, shows how and what.
background information was used in selecting the ignition -

sources, cabinets, and in situ fuels'. A detailed descrip-
tion of hnw these materials were selected is described in
the test plan.03]

There are a large number of variables that could be investi-
* gated which could affect the cabinet burning characteristics.

.4 These. variables fall' into the following broad categories:
-: (-a).-cabinet details, (b) fuel materials, and (c) extqrnal

-: ;variables..: The cabinetdetails are anything specific to the
X > cabinet (-e.g.. size, style, etc.). Fuel material variables
g1@ : include both the ignition'source and in situ fuel materials,.
i"- while external variables encompass all other variables af-

fecting the cabinet fire '(e.g.. enclosure size and ventila- .
tion, other cabinets, etc.). Due to the large number of

; - . --8-
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.variables, only a few selected variables that were felt would
have the most pronouiced effect on the burning process were
investigated. The flow diagram, Figure 1. shows the three
categories of variables that were investigated'and the tests
that were performed to determine the effects of changing the .
test variables. The flow diagram shows how the selected test-;.
materials were investigated in the Screening and Scoping-
...Tests to enable us to reduce the number of realistic and
credible full-scale. Preliminary Cabinet Tests. The results
of. the Screening and Scoping Tests will be discussed. in
Sections 2.3 and 2.4, while the Preliminary Cabinet Tests
will be discussed in Section 3.0.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Test Facility and Instrumentation

The Sandia Fire Test Facility -is-,located at Sandia National
Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM. -The facility, is housed'
within - a 15.2 x 7.32 x 5.49 m -(50'x 24 x 18 ft) quonset
building. In one end of the building 'is the test enclosure..:
while th2 other end comprises the instrumentation and storage
room as shown in Figure 2. The test enclosure (also called
the burn room) has a floor area of 55.7 m2 (600 ft2) with..a'
maximum ceiling height of 5.48 m (18 ft). The test: enclo-
sure, constructed' of concrete and plastered metal lathe,:'has
a volume of 272'm 3 (9624 ft3). Ventilation to the enclosure.
is provided by. a variable- Ventilation system. capable .of..
supplying 113 m3fmin.(4,000 cfm). Typically, during a cabinet
fire' test, the ventilation system was run at 70.8 m 3 lmin :
(2500 cfm). As shown in Figure 2. the ventilation.system has .,.
six exit ports along ;each wall with the enclosure exhaust
vent located in the top center of.the room where the-air and'-
combustion products are exhausted out a 0.46 m (1.5 ft) cir.--
cular exhaust duct. Six observation ports were located in-
the test enclosure to provide lighting to the room and allow .

video recording of the tests. Access to the room is pro-
vided by a 1.83 x.2.44 m (6 x 8 ft) door that is'sealed prior
to -testing. The test facility is desc.ribed in more detail-in IjnI

Appendix A.-- : ,.

Instrumentation for the tests varied for -the Screening.-and
Scoping Tests; however, approximately 100 channels of data
were recorded in all; the Preliminary Cabinet Tests. A wide
variety of;instrumentation was required for measuring temper- - ''r
atures, heat fluxes, pressure, mass losses, smoke densities.-'
-gas. concentrations, and heat release. rates. The instrument
' tation was monitored by an HP3497A data acquisition 'unit
capable of logging up to 100 channels of data and controlled---- -
by an HP216 computer system. Data was typically recorded at . 4
20-second intervals. -

a-- _' A- ' ' ' ' -1 0- .' '
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One of the most:irnportant measurements required was the heat .*

release rate (HRR) measurement. This was measured using "
oxygen consumption calorimet~ry.[9] in which the oxygen. con-
centration, temperature, fand velocity -of the effluents were
recorded in the exhaust duct. A more detailed description
of-the. instrumentation is provided in Appendix A. -'

2.2 Selection of Test Materials and Equipment

-In this section the materials and equipment that were used in
the Cabinet Effects'Tests will be described.

The ignition source fuels used in the tests were one tran- '':S'

sient' and one electrical ignition source. The transient -a'!
ignition source was made up of a-9..463 9 (2.5 gal) polyethyl-,
ene bucket, with an opened 0.455 kg (16 oz) box.of..kimwipes'
and 0.946 t (1 quart) of acetone placed in the bucket. One
half of the acetone was poured into the bottom of the.bucket,..
the bottle and remainder of the acetone were placed in the - 1
bucket, and the cap was left off the plastic bottle to simu- S1
late the bottle spilling. Also, 15 kimwipes were balled up ,11
and put in the bottom of the:bucket. This ignition source.
shown in Figure 3. was ignited by an electrically ignited'gash\e i'j
pilot lighting one of the kimwipes hanging out of the bucket.
The electrical initiation arrangement, used only in the un-
qualified cable fires. consisted of a terminal strip and 25.
pieces of stripped. (unjacketed) -ccables shown in Figure 4.

-This arrangement was.ignited by providing -165 watts-of. power
.to the terminal. strip resulting in an overheating at the con-
nection and culminating in a fire.. These ignition sources
will be described in more detail in Section 2.3.

-One of the .key objectives of this test program was to test -
representative--type!electrical cabinets. In order to achieve'

" this objective, many-sources were drawn upon,, as discussed in
-"Section 1.4 (i.e... GE, CE. Westinghouse. Ebasco, NRC input,
.futilities, and SNL.survey), to obtain the most comprehensive
and accurate information.. -possible. In general, there are

_. ._three styles of electrical cabinets found in nuclear power
plants: benchboards. verticals, and consoles. Benchboard-
style cabinets are found primarily in the control room.
These cabinets contain systems important to the control of
the plant' and systems critical to safe shutdown: hence, the..
safety of these cabinets is paramount. __Vertical cabinets
are found throughout the plant as termination cabinets, relay
or logic circuit cabinets, switchgear cabinets. etc.. The
vertical cabinets also contain:. systems important' to plant
control-and safety;.thusb.their safety is also critical. The
console cabinets, found mostly in the control. room, generally
contain computer processing and operating equipment, which

-is- not. as vital to plant safety. Consequently, because'of
their importance. only tie benchboard and vertical cabinets

.. . . _ .. ~~~~i -12- ...... ..- .b
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-e ls of th

were used- in the Cabinet Effects Tests. A list of the
cabinets that were used in these Vest~s is given in Table 1
along with the cabinet parameters. All the vertical cabinets
.were surplus cabinets obtained from a nuclear power plant'
vendor, while the benchboard cabinets were constructed spe-
cifically for this test program to specifications typically
used for nuclear power plant cabinets. Figures Sa, b, and c
are schematics of some of the vertical and benchboard _-
cabinets tested.

The in situ fuels are the primary- source of fuel in the
-cabinets. -The amounts,' types, and configurations of' the.
in situ fuels are primarily dependent on the control system
i n the cabinet and style of cabinets involved. Therefore.
specifying a single in situ fuel type, arrangement, or amount

!';--@ -was not possible. Based on the background studies and sur-
veys, it became obvious that most of the cabinet fuels were
made up of plastics.(e.g., cable insulation, components, wire
ways, wire ties, etc.). Therefore. it-was-zonsidered reason-.
able to represent all the fuels in the cabinets with cables.
which are the largest source of in situ fuels in cabinets.
Furthermore, cables simplified the test setup and cables are
better-characterized as to their burning characteristics than
most other materials. Most plants (approximately 80.percent
based on an informal survey) use IEEE-383 qualified cable;:
-however, some of the plants (approximately 20 percent) stilli
use unqualified cable in their control cabinets. Because

- both types of cable are still found in plants, both types of
cable were used in the testing;.

Viue IEEE-383 qualified cable, to be called qualified cable in
the text and designated'as "Q" cable in the plots and tables.
was a three-conductor.. No. 12 AWG. with 0.76-mm (30-mil)
cross-linked polyethylene' (XPE) insulation, silicon glass

I. . tape, and a'1.65-mm- (65-mil) cross-linked polyethylene (XPE) '~ '
jacket, rated at 600 V. This qualified cable was used in all . jI
the *Scoping Tests and one of the Preliminary Cabinet Tests.

WI'.t. A different qualified cable was used in one of the Prelimi-
ftlary Cabinet Tests because the supply of the XPE/XPE quali-
fied, cable was exhausted. The "new " qualified cable was a. -

| U t-_three-conductor.. No. 12 AWG. with a 1.65 mm (65 mil) Hypalon .
-. jacket- (Hyp) 'and. a- 0.89 mm (35 mil) cross-linked polyethyl-

ene (XPE.) insulation, rated at 600 V. This "new" qualified
cable was only used in Preliminary Cabinet Test #6.' - .

The unqualified cable, designated as "UQ"I cable in the plots.
and tables, was a three-conductor. No. 12 AWG, with20/l0
polyethylene/polyvinylchlotide (PE/PVC) insulation. and a
45-mil (1.14-mm) polyvinylchloride (PVC) jacket.

The cable amounts and configurations will be discussed in
more detail in Section 3 because they varied, from test to
test in the Cahinet Effects Tests. However, it should.be

4 -: -14-



'I *. .**I ~ ~ . -Table 1

*1 V'"':- t A

List ot Cabinet Parameters

V4

Doors (m)

[ft]

.I
; I

Type of
Cabinet

Size (m)

., . [fe
L w

antilation
3rills (mn)
*fft]

H
H

1,- Vertical . .914 x .762 x 2.29

(3 -x-2-.5-x -7.51-

1 - Vertical 1.22 x .914. x 2.29

14 x 3 x 7.51
_ ,_-I--- . . ...... .. . . . ........ . . _ .

I-

I,

1 - Vertical

2 - Vertical

1.52 x .914 x 2.29

[5 x 3 x 7.51

1.52 x .914 x 2.29

I 5 x 3 x. 7.51 /
/

1.22 x 1.8. x 2.44

. (4 x 6 x 81

'Blocked

.61 x 2.1

-1 (2 x 71

.61 x 2.1

2 (2 x 7J. .

.61 x 2-1

2 (2 x 7 1

.61 x 2.1

2 (2 x 71

914 x 1.83

1

0 Open

.369 x .344

4 .[1.21 x 1.13]

Size
No Door

* Ventilation Grills on

-Doors - 2 ea.-Top and

Bottom ;

.

Comments

I

I i i

I
i

.369 x .344

4 (1.21 x 1.13]

.369 x .344

4 11.21 x 1.131

.305 x 5.58

3 x 61

Partial Partition

between L.H. and R.H.

Sides of Cabinet

Back Vent Typically

2 I :
4 - Benchboard

!I
I * [1.0 x 1.831

2 - Mitered

Benchboard

.:.

.

See Drawing in Figure Sc
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i
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TOP VIEW

MITERED CORNER CABINET DIMENSIONS.
I . CABINET WEIGHT APPROXIMATELY 1600 Ibs.

Figure 5c. 'Schematic of a Mitered Benchboard.Cabinet

noted that based on the background survey, a maximum fuel
loading for. control- cabinets, based on the cabinet floor
areas, is 257.800 kJ/m2 . (22.700 Btu/ ft2) with a typical
fuel loading of 170,340 kJ/m2 (15.000 Btu/ft2).[3]

2.3 Ignition Source Fuel Packet Screening. Tests

-In order to&- resolve the full range of concerns about cabinet
fires. a number of credible ignition sources needed to be

?'---,----_considered in initiating the internal cabinet.fires. It;-was
not the goal of this study tc demonstrate that a "credible.
ignition" source could actually ignite: rather it -was, to
identify possible ignition sources and evaluate their ability
to initiate a fire in cabinet in situ fuels.

As. discussed in Section 1.3. and shown in Figure 1. many
sources were employed in determining what were credible igni-
tion sources. -After the review,.and in order to minimize the
number of: tests, it 'was concluded that one transient solid
fuel ignition source and ''neelectrical ignition source

.*- 'shouid be employed in the cabinet fire tests. The tests that
were conducted to evaluate the ability of the electrical

: ignition source -were performed separately and are discussed
indetail in a report by Spletzer.[l0]
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A total of five (5) Screening Tests were performed with the
purpose of evaluating two different transient ignition
source fuel packets for their ability to ignite an in situ
fuel (cables) in nuclear power plant cabinets.---From these
tests, a single transient ignition source was to be selected...
The "riteria used for evaluating the ignition source fuel .
packets were: (1) peak temperature, (2) sufficient burn-.
duration, and (3) visual observation of flame height. Based'
on these criteria, the most severe of the fuel packets tested
was to be selected for use in the Scoping Tests and later in-
the Preliminary Cabinet Tests.

The transient ignition source fuel packets (heat values cal-
culated using values available in the literature(t1ll) chosen-
for testing were selected as discussed in 'the test plan t3]
and consisted of the following:

1. Empty computer paper box. 0.455 kg (16 oz) box of
kimwipes. and 0.946 t (1 qt)---of acetone [total heat
content approximately 30,800 kJ'(29.200 Btus)]'-

2. 9.46 t (2.5 gallon) polyethylene bucket, 0.455' kg
(16 oz) box of kimwipes. and 0.946 t (1 qt) of
acetone [total heat content approximately 72,200 UJ
(68.500 Btus)]

The Screening Tests were conducted in an actual cabinet and-
setup0so that.the kimwipes and:acetone were placed in the box

-for bucket, depending on the fuel packet being tested. All
'the Screening Tests were initiated by igniting one of the
kimwipes with an electrically ignited pilot light. The
-Screening Test setup and results are described in detail in
a separate test report.(12] Based on the test criteria pre-
viously discussed, the outcome of these tests was that the
fuel packet (previously. shown in Figure 3). consisting. of
the polyethylene bucket. ;kimwipes. and ace-tone, was the more
severe of the ignition sources tested. It resulted in the
largest flames and highest temperatures with an average.
flame height of 0.91 m. (3 ft) and a peak flame temperature'
'.of 6i0C. 0.'46'm (1.5 ft) above the fuel packet. Te fuel
burned steadily for approximately 35 minutes with -a- peak '
heat release rate--of 32:kW. In Figure 6 the -heat release
rate produced by this ignition source is shown. Based oh.'the
observation of these tests, it was felt' that this transient
f--uel packet would be capable of igniting the in situ- fuels
that would be placed in the cabinets.

The 'electrical ignition apparatu-s- (shown in Figure 4) causes
overheating at the point of connection on the terminal strip,

-with ignition of the single stripped (unjacketed) cables
occurring at approximately 165 watts in 'unqualified cable.
This method of electrical ignition provides a relatively
; credible electrical ignition source for' Igniting the cabinet
fires based on the power required to cause ignition.

z~-1.:-..- ** -"
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Figure 6. Heat Release Rate for the nsient ignition.
-_:Source, Screening Test #5F Through these Screening Tests, we were able to select a tran-

3t.J* sient ignitio~n source -and an electrical ignition source.: g>
Both appear capable of igniting in situ fuel (cable bundles) ' 4-.-^,
in a cabinet. Also, both ignition sources appear to be

. relatively credible based on their size and the.. background -
information gathered (shown in Figure 1). ----

2.4 Cabinet In Situ Fuel Scoping Tests

* A total of 11 Scoping Tests (ST) were performed to evaluate , J
the ability of the selected ignition source fue ls to. ignite--,

* ~ and propagate a fire in a cable bundle and -to select credible"- ,
W 4; .in situ fuel. amounts and configurations (i~e.. amounts and ,1

confgurations that mightl be found in a nuclear power plant

.- . - . . -
* -'
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control cabinet). These tests were conducted on a smaller
scale. (i.e.. minimal instrumentation and equipment) than the
planned Preliminary Cabinet Tests for a quicker test turn-

.,- around time. reduced~test cost, and increased total testing.-: ..
The--criteria for evaluating t-he S-coping Tests was somewhat
arbitrary in that there were no pass/fail requirements and
with each test the goals differed somewhat. Typically, the
tests were evaluated to determine if the ignition source - 14
ignited the in situ fuel and if the fire propagated. Results'
of the Scoping Tests are discussed in more detail in a sepa-

* rate test report [12] and in Appendix B. No Scoping Tests
were conducted with the electrical ignition source.

' The parameters of concern for these tests Ifocused on the
ignition source and the in situ fuel. The transient iqnition
source fuel packet discussed in the previous section w.s used .-
in most of the Scoping Tests. However, a similar fuel pack-

F Mi- et. but with only 0.473 t (1 pint) of acetone-'instead of
0.946.t (1 quart), was used in ST #1 and #2 to-evaluate if .

a smaller ignition source was capable of igniting a cabinet'
fire. In ST #1 through 5 a vertical, single bay cabinet
measuring 0.762 x 0.914 x 2.29 m (2.5 x 3 x 7..5 ft) was used

..t- wieavriasingle- bay', 0.91 x 1.22 x 2.29 m (3 x 4 -x ii;
*';'- 7.5 ft), nuclear power, plant cabinet was used in ST #6'. 2dtl

- through 11. The ignition source and in situ fuel bundle were.
placed inside the cabinet. The cables'used as the in situ
fuel source were. the qualified cable and unqualified cable.
described in Section 2.2, .

Table 2, a matrix of the eleven cabinet fire Scoping Tests-.
shows the- variables investigated and a brief summary-of the''
results; -The eleven tests. can -bpe_ broken down into three-
categories: (a) Scoping' Tests #1 through 5. were performed
to investigate the ability of the ignition source to ignite a
cable bundle and the efiects of location/arrangement of the
in.situ fuels; (b) Scoping.Tests #6 through 9. were cabinet
fire propagation tests on qualified cable, and (c) Scoping
Tests #10 and #11.investigated the in situ fuel amounts and
configurations to be used with. unqualified cable. In the:
following paragraphs, the tests and results will be briefly.
described.

;':he Scoping Tests in category (a) used only a single- cable
'.......-bundle In an attempt to 'evaluate if the transient ignition

source could ignite the cable bundle and propagate a fire in ii
it. The setup for- these tests is shown in Figure 7. The
cabinet had no doors so that the fire could be videotaped
and to ensure adequate ventilation for the fire.

As can be seen in Table 2-and in Figure WTthe heat release
rate for ST #1 and ST #2 is lower than that -produced by only
the larger ignition source in the Screening Test.(see Fig-
ure 6.) indicating that-little cable insulation was burned-.

J -20- .
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1/ Matrix of Scoping Tests

I /

;: : - .. > P

Cable
Type

Amount of b,c
In Situ Fuels

(KJ)

Cabinetd
Ventilation Peak HI

Intense

- .. .. ...... 11. ..

RR' C

Test J Method (KW)

,-ST2

ST3

Q

Q

Q

. I

N

I_.

ST4 Q

ST5 UQ

ST6 Q

ST7 Q

*ST8 Q

ST9 barriers Q

ST10 UQ

STll UQ

117',000

117,000

/117,000

117,000

348.500

348,500

582.875

234,990

; 611.530

611,530

No doors

No doors

No doors

No doors ...

No doors

No doors

Doors closed

Doors closed

Doors open

Doors closed

Door open

27

77

82 -

132

82

' 95

93

74

280

506

; 24

Burn
)uratlon Test
(min) Result

15 Bundle did not
burn

17 No propagation

18 Entire bundle
consumed

17 Almost entire-
bundle consumed

17 Entire bundle
conbuiiedu

25 No propagation

25 NO propagation

30 1No propagation

20 No propagation

30 Propagated
All burned

20 Propagated
All burned

! I

a Standard ignition source was 0.946 1 Acetone. 9.463 .polyethlyene bucket. and 0.455 kg

box of kimwipes--Scoping Tests 1 and 2 differed slightly 
In that only 1 pint acetone was

b Excludes Ignition source.

c Tests 1' though 5 conducted. in a 0.762 x 0.414 
x 2.28 m cabinet and Tests #6 though 11

performed In 0.91 m k 1.22 m x 2.29 mincabinet.

d In tests with closed doors, ventilation, 
Is provided through-ventilatlon grills.

.:___ _ ,- .. , ,-- - .,, , .,. 
, ..
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In ST #1. the cable bundle was in a configuration which did Y
* not allow the ignition source fire to impinge on the cable

- bundle and in ST #2 the ignition source simply was not ade-
-' quate to ignite and propagate a fire in a vertical bundle of
qualified cable. Consequently. for the-remaining tests the j44l I I
originally selected ignition source, with 0.946 1 (L qt) of'
acetone, was used. In ST #3. the cable bundle was loosened
up to allow additional .air flow, and flames, through the
cables. In this test, the cable bundleignited and the fire
propagated up the bundle. Scoping Test #4 was similar but
with an even looser cable bundle arrangement (Figure 7).

- The cable bundle ignited and burned quickly in ST #4 as
shown by' the HRR, Figure 8. Unqualified cable was used in. ''
ST #5 and was easily ignited by the transient ignition
source and burned completely with a peak HRR of 132 Wlf.

- Once it was established that the ignition source could ignite
qualified cable (from ST #3 and *4), tests were needed to
evaluate if a fire in qualified cable- would propagate6--
throughout a cabinet. Scoping Tests 46 through 9 used only
'' qualified'cable with different in situ fuel loading amounts

.:;-- .and conf igurations to' -investigate if the fire would propa- 3
i.:> gate from one side of the cabinet to-the other. Dif£ferent;2

c an cabinet g ventilatione smethods, and even barriers were used;
.however, in none of the tests with qualified cable. did the
fire propagate from the ignition corner bundle to the oppo- .

--site side of the cabinet. The cable arrangement used in
. ST #8 is shown' in Figure 9. Note the significantly higher

fuel loading than that used in ST #4 (shown in Figure 7).
'The outcome of ST #6 through 9 is shown in' Table- 2 and-
Figure 10 is a' plot of the HRR f rom these tests. The re-'
sultant HRR for all these tests is similar to that from'- 4.F;1
ST #4 where only the corher cable bundle was burned. indi-
cating that little more! than' the- corner bundle actually
burned. This was confirmed by. the visual inspection of the.
cables after the test. ;Based on these tests, it appears
that a fire in the tested qualified cable will not spread in .
a vertical cabinet with the given ignition source.

The last Scoping Tests,. #:LO and #11. were conducted. to -any -

investigate in situ fuel loading amounts and geometries for -lI unqualified cable and to determine if a fire in unqualified-
cable would- spread throughout a cabinet. The tests used
similar fuel loading amounts and--.copnfigurations but with

: . different cabinet ventilation methodic Thes''e tests demon-:... -
:-'-.--__ strated that for the configurations tested, a fire can propa-i

gate throughout 'a cabinet. Furthermore, it was noted that
..although the cabinet temperatures were higher due to trapped
heat with closed cabinet doors (ST *10, ventilation grills

,. on doors) the HRR -was lower, as shown, in Figure 11. This :,
-result is most likely because the.fire was not. getting suffi_-..

4 cient oxygen due to'.-the :limited ventilation and therefore ' ''

- - -.- 23-
-? i~t .rg
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Figure 9.

Tet ..

Test Setup for Scoping Test #8

- . .. . .

-- 100

ST 06-9 - OURLIFIED
HO CRBINET

CRBLE
DOOR5

I
I

\,., .
.

ST 49

i

L- . S
20 30 40 50

TIME (MIN)

Heat Release Rate Plots

through 9Figure 10.
for Scoping Tests: #6

-2 4-



the fire did not grow as large as it could have otherwisei
The enclosure air temperature in ST *11 (in the upper part of
. X..... th tet ecloure ~335 up ws the highest of any of the- B

ii . Scoping Tests with a peak temperature of 1360C at lB minutes: X
after ignition. In both of these tests, the smoke obscured
the view within the room in approximately eight minutes.

-. ~~~o -;- ... sg.

ST *Il- UNOULRIFIED CRBLE, . ,
CRBINET DOORS CLOSED

480 -ST I1- UNOURLIFIED CRBLE,

-3ST 611 CRBINET DOORS OPEN

A__ _ ~300X_.
1: L.±L. 3 - < Ie .; -. .

aGO /ST4160

0 > ~~100 / f\-1

e 10 60 30 40 SO 60

TIME (MIN)

Figure 11. -Heat Release Rate Pilots for Scoping Tests #10 and

A nuiiber of ,.conclusions; can be made as a result of the.
Scoping Tests that give insight into cabinet fire develop- Its|
;ment and input i-ntol the Preliminary Cabinet Tests. The .
.conclusions are as follo,~s:

a. There is a "critical" amount of "ignition source
fuel" that is necessary to ignite a cable bundle. !i
particularly qualified cable.

b . Qualified cable. fires (with the selected cable and
ignition source) in vertical cabinets do not spread -1z
throughout the cabinet.

c. Unqualified- cabld in vertical cabinets will easily.., .
ignite (with the selected ignition source) and
propagate a fire in a single cabinet.

|ji b '; ' ' - .2S'-I



d. Burning rate (as measured by the HRR) is affected by
the ventilation method (i.e.. closed or open cabinet
door) in tests using unqualified cable. Closed cabi-
net doors appear to result in higher cabinet temper- .-

- .ature but also cause oxygen deprivation that appears, CT!~

- to limit the burning rate.

e. Smoke obscuration in the test enclosure occurs within
eight minutes in; unqualified cable cabinet fires in
the configurations tested.

f. -The thermal environment in the enclosure does not -
L become severe enough to cause melting of. components Ad

or result in flashover.

Furthermore, an important observation made during the tests
was-that when comparing the test cabinets loaded with in situ

- . fuel (loadings are based on survey information) to pictures
of actual nuclear power plant cabinets, the fuel load appears
to be small. As a result of the Scoping Tests, it appears-
that cabinet fires with: qualified cable do not propagate-
significantly. However, cabinet fires with unqualified cable
lray be a real threat to the safety of a nuclear power plant. 4.1
from the standpoint of fire spread, and control room habit- -
ability. given the "critical" conditions and configurations.

3-. INVESTIGATION OF FULL-SCALE INTERNALLY IGNITED CABINET
FIRES- -PRELIMINARY CABINET TESTis

- . 3.1 Purpose

This series.' of testing. 'designated the Preliminary Cabinet
Fire Tests, was conducted to investigate the potential for -
full-scale cabinet fires to ignite and propagate. These _.
-tests differed from the earlier Screening and Scoping Tests
in that (a) larger in siiu fuel loads were tested, (b) more:
cabinet styles were. tested, and (c) more adjacent cabinet
and room effects were investigated. However, the primary :

.t.:- -purpose of these tests was to investigate cabinet--effects as.
;. described in Section 1.2.. As previously stated, only inter-

nally ignited cabinet fires were investigated because. they.
were deemed to be more of:a threat to a cabinet than external 4...
fires. These tests were performed with materials and setup
-such that they were as representative of nuclear power plant
conditions as possible.

3.2 Methodology

The materials.. used in the testing were described in Sec-.
tion 2.2. In this section the cabinet arrangements.--and'

--cabinet 'fuel loadiii will be discussed. "

-26--- '. - . 1 it



The arrangement of the vertical cabinets inside the test
enclosure is shown in Figure 12. Cabinet A is the cabinet
in which the fire was ignited, and cabinets B and C were
placed on ..either side of cabinet A so that the' effect.s of
the fire on adjacent cabinets could bemonitored. The front
of cabinet D was approximately 3.66 m (i2 ft) from the front
of cabinet A. and was placed there so that the effecLs of
the fire on a "remote" cabinet could be monitored..

- 1 ' -- 7 .32 m n - - r

ADJACENT .i |

1.53m- CABINET

IGNITION- x A
LOCATION jkk

VERTICAL
7.62 m CABINE-T

1.82 in.4,

DOOR

Figure 12. General Arrangement Drawing for Cabinet Fire
Tests With Vertical Cabinets

The cabinet arrangement fok tests with the benchboard-styie -- --

cabinets is shown in Figurle 13. In these tests there were
"only three cabinets.' due -to their size. However. on the-

- side of cabinet A where .t.herze was no adjacent, cabinet,: a
g barrier was set up next to,the cabinet to simulate an adja-
~'. cent cabinet. This was done so the configuration was simi-

lar-'to-the previous Preliminary Cabinet Tests and so the
f ire would not burn differently due to heat losses through

~-~the single wall. -

In situ fuel loading arrangements and amounts varied from
-test to test: however, "standard cable bundles" were used in ltt
all the tests to make up the larger cable bundles and cable

-:27-4.
.- 4 .
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arrangements. There were two "standard cable bundles": #1:
', . - 'consisted -of 12 single conductors, with the insulation,

stripped out of the cable jacket, each piece 2.13 m (7 ft)
long; *2 consisted- ofthree jacketed 2.13-m. (7-ft) pieces of l-.
3-conductor cable tied together. In Table 3. the standard
cable bundles with their fuel loading are given for both ;i
qualified and unqualified cable. The stripped-out single'
conductors were used because in many cases in nuclear power

"-plant cabinets, the jackets of cables are stripped off as, -

they--enter the cabinet! leaving only the insulator on the
conductor. Larger bundles of cable were made up of these , .
"standard bundles" which allowed for easier setup and better._--
control of the cable configuration. Total fuel loadings in
the cabinets are described in the test description sect-ions.---
In addition to the cables, plastic wire ways that are also -t
found -in cabinets were! used in the tests to hold cables.
These wire ways are made of a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and 1.
are "self-extinguishing." They are an open box type struc-

[S' :- * ture with a cover. that snaps in place to contain the wires.
-These were described. in detail in the test plan.(3] The. .

fuel loads for the wire ways are also shown in Table 3.

F t 1 ~~~~~7.32 m - __ ] ., , :Q.t!>- , . : !. - I;: -- .. \~:1

_ _ _ _ , ,. * ... . .. ,- 7 .
- 1.82.m

.:MITERED
BENCBOAR '2STANDARD-

.CABINET .BENCHBOARD

7.62m / \ in .

, . 'LOCATION

: -. _ . 1.67 m ,

cREMOTE
1.22 in VERTICAL

CABINET

~6 1.22 M
* ;DOOR

l Figure 13. General Arrangement Drawing for Cabinet Fire
-Test With Benchboard Cabinets.

*~~~~- -t-| : -
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Standard CaDle Bundle Descr.iptions ana Loadlngs , .

STANDARD CABLE DESCRIPTIONS.."

FUEL - #1, 2
LOAD 12. Conductors (stripped Three 3 Conductor Cables
PER . out of jackets) and tied . tied together - 7 length
BUNDLE (KJ) [BTU]

QUALIFIED.: 8820 23.625
.. : CA3LE

(KJ) (Bi'U]
.. (8360] [22.393]

UNQUALIFIED--.- - 7938 - 1918
CABLE [79241 1°,1°3

(KJ) (BTU]

"NEW" AND I 951.5 23,980
QUALIFIED £9018] I 22.728]
.CABLE .

(KJ) [BTUJ /

"NEW" AND
UNQUALIF.IED

CABLE
(KJ) [BTU]

9790
[9i79]

/ 23,747
[22.507]

NOTES:

.1. Apastic wire way and cover were also used in the tests, fuel loading for
1.82 m (6 ftj piece of wire way and cover; 33,760 kJ.(32.000 Btu).

2.. Heat values for calculating fuel loadings were based on total-heat of combus-
tion values from a report by Tewarson.(13]

I .

.. . .
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3.3 Discussion of Tests and Results

A total of six Preliminary Cabinet Tests were conducted to
evaluate the ignition and development of full-scale inter- . J

F nally ignited cabinet fiies. A test matrix of the variables- 'I
investigated in this test series is shown-in Table 4. The - T
tests are described in detail in the following sections.

I 4 - :-3.3.1 Tests in Vertical Cabinets

- A total of four (4) Preliminary Cabinet. Tests (PCTs) were
conducted' in vertical cabinets with differing types and
amounts of in situ fuel. The test parameters are shown in,
Table 4. A summary of the results from these tests are shown .. ....
in Table 5. Two types of cabinet ventilation, open cabinet
doors and closed doors with ventilation grills on the doors,
were investigated with vertical cabinets, both in tests with.
unqualified cable. Two of' these cabinet fire tests in ver-
tical cabinets used unqualified cable, one used' qualified
cable-,and one 'used a pan of heptane as the fuel source.in
the cabinet. These tests will be discussed in the following

- .section.

PCT #1 was conducted with unquajified cable.as the fuel, had
closed cabinet doors, and was ignited with the standard
transient ignition source discussed in Section 2.2. A corm-

__plete description of the test variables and a timeline des-
cribing the highlights of:the.test are provided in Figure. 14.
The fuel loading, shown i'n Figure l5a, was higher (in total)
than had been used in any of the previously conducted Scoping
Tests due to the larger floor area of the cabinet, although'
the loading per. squar.e meter of cabinet floor area was the --
same. The cabinet was set up so that the cabinet doors were

i cloed.-as shown in Figure, 15; however, the doors had top and
X A-g.< 'bottom ventilation grills' to provide ventilation (this test

was-similar to ST #10). In addition, eight meters and eight
_ switches were placed in adjacent cabinets and around the en-

, - '.-c-l'osure to investigate hot the fire affected components.rlSl

'A pictorial sequence of PCT #1 is shown in Figure 15. Since 4
the cabinet doors were closed, no pictures of the--burning-
cables could be taken. Figure l5b was taken at'11.66 minutes ..
after ignition and shows the smoke level beginning to obscure .< Adz
the cabinets. The smoke took longer to obscure the cabinets
in PCT.#1 than it did in ST #10. A possible explanation for -
this is that PCT #ldid not burn as fast *as ST #10 (to be

, discussed). Plots of four temperatures that are indicative
of the thermal- development in the burning cabinet, the
adjacent c'abinets, 'and in. the enclosure are provided in Fig-
ure 16. Thermocouple (TC) 37 is a measure of the air temper-

at 20 minutes then quickly drops off. Thermocouples.82 and

ature in the c' of c e A, ad s s a pk o

X ., -. .- . : . ,;.a;. . : , _~30-- :A
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. ~Table 4.I

I
i

I
Matrix of Preliminary Cabinet Tests

I

TEST # IGNITION
FUEL

CAB INET
TYPE VENTILATION

. I

. TYPE
IN SITU FUEL
AMOUNT (KJ)

rBTU1

-

i.' / PCT l

I
w
�-j
I . .

PCT 2.

PCT 3

Transient

.. Transient --

Transient

Heptane

Electrical

Transient.

Vertical

---Vertical -

Vertical

Vertical/

Benchboa rd

Benchboard

PCT 4

PCT 5

PCT 6

Vent Grills
on Doors

---Doors Open

Doors Open

Doors Open

Door Open
Front Grill

Door Open
Front Grill,

UQ 7.283 x 105
[6.go x 105]

UQ --- *-- 05- x--106------
[l x jo

Q 1.055 x 106
[1 X .106]

Heptane 56.78 Q (.929 mn2 pan)
t15 gal (10 ft2 pan)]

UQ 1.519 x 106
[1.44 x 106]

1.551 X 106
[1.47 x 106]

.E.
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. ' :;- .Table sI

" f.'t . : 1�_. ".: I. (�i . . .
.t I .,: ;.1

summa ry
.. I

L PEAK HRR
(kW)

of Results From Vertical Cabinet Tests 0

.:-.i I. ,^;

- %* J j r :. ;

BSER VAT I ONS. TEST #
I .: , ..

IN SITtU FUEI
TVPE.

PEAK TEMPERATURES (°C)
ROOM . ADJACENT -CABINET

2 1BURN
DURATION (MIN)

: PCT 1 UQ / 185 60 52 40 Propagation.
obscuration
at 11 minutes

-PCT-2 - ._. UQ !,_ _ I .160 I-----2..- - - - -I1S -.--- -Propagation-.--- -
obscuration
at 6 minutes

w
I)

PCT 3

PCT 4A

PCT 4C

0 56 so 60 . 25

; 'J
No propagation,
obscuration at
10 minutes

Heptane

Heptane

.750 1 115
.,2 7

275

25

,1900 " 340 25

I.

- I. . . /
4 .

j.-.--4-.-.�-
...- �,

__ *C....*C � - -. .�p.n .. . . . . .t&v,>...s: .. ti�,
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I
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I.
TEST #:PCT#1

CABINET TYPE AND SIZE: VERTICAL CABINET, 0.91 x 1.53 x 2.29 m (3 x 5 x 7.5 It)

CABINET VENTILATION METHOD:' DOORS CLOSED, DOORS.WITH VENTILATION GRILLS,

2 TOP AND 2 BOTTOM

CABLE TYPE: UNOUALIFIED CABLE (PE/PVC)

IN/SITU FUEL LOADING: 7.84x105kJ(7.43x 1osBtu)

J . 562,71Z kJlM2 (49,550 ,'3tu/lt2)

IGNITION SOURCE: PLASTIC BUCKET, BOX KIMWIPES, 0.946 I- ACETONE

72,220 kJ (68,450 Btu).-

. . ..
.

.1 -

W
t

10 20 30 40

TIME (min)

Figure 14. Description and Timeline~iof 
PCT '1' , '

-7_
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TC 37- CRA. S. CENTER AIR

-36 

TC 47- ENCLOSURE AIR. 
3.35 m UP

TC 82- CAB. C. CABLE 
BUNDLE

._TC 5- CAB. C, CENTER AIR

C8 
[S - --

~a':30; 

n
TC 37:

TC 82

TC.' /( - -- '-

TC 4'

.. ^!.~~~ 
--- 

- -
..............

6 t6 20 30 46 56 6

TIME (MIN)

Figure 16. Tempetature Measurements 
in PCT #1E

85 are located in. an adjacent cabinet, cabinet C (see Fig-

ure 12). TC 82 is in a cable bundle. 
on the wall adjacent 

to

cabinet A. and 
TC 85 is the center air 

temperature. Bot.h of A

these temperature measurements are less than 900C and peak iA

long after the 
peak temperature occurs in cabinet A due 

to

the -therniaV.lag 
caused byj the cabinet 

walls. Enclosure term-

; ._perature. as measured by. TC 47 (3El5lm (11 ft up in, the.

center of -the test enclosure). doesnot' show 
a signif-icant.'

rise and is steady throughout. most 
of the test. The heat

release rate (HRR) rises.very quickly 
up to 180 kW as shown

in Figure.,17.. After. the-HRR peaked, at approximately 
l1'min-

utes, it drops off slightly 
and rises again 

indicating addi-

tional combustion.. The fire then slowly burns 
down. Based : h- -

on. the temperature measurements in cabinet A, .TC 37.,.':the:...

results of ST *l0. 
and the URR. it appears that oxygen 

depri- T

vation .was beginning 
to -occur..in the cabinet due to the

limited -.ventilation provided by the ventilation grills and

closed -'doors resulting' 
in-the steady burn rate of 1S0 to, .

; .1.60..kW.. However,. because. 
there was no. oxygen probe in the

' cabinet, this cannot be c'onfirmed. Based on the total heat

:released, also shown in Figure 
17, it appears that -47 per-

cent of the total 
potential heat 

content of the 
fuel load was

releas.ed. The fire growth rate during the first 11 minutes

of the test was .-20 kW/min 
or. 0.33 kW/s-eoc and was steady

as shown by the 
curve of the total heat released. 

A postt.est

-35-I 
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inspection of the cabinet in situ fuel revealed that all the.
cables on the right-hand side of the cabinet were combusted,
as shown in Figure 15. However.. the. cables..on the left-hand
side of the cabinetwere onLy partially combusted. The total -
weight loss was 18.63 kg (41 lbs) (this includes the ignition -. ,.

- source fuels),..which is 73.5 percent of the available fuel.
The maximum weight loss rate during the test was -0.91. kg/min

; (2 lbs/mih).- The total heat released does not appear to be
-consistent with the total mass -l-ast. An explanation for

-. this inconsistency is that the heat-ot combustion.value used -
>- .to calculate the fuel: loading was the total- heat. of'

combustion [.13] and typically a cable- fire burns at about'
; 50 percent, efficiency.

200 .E+5 . "

156; -5 - _i

5E+

3E+S

^100

I 5 0 _ | / 0 . .1 ES . A A

68 .. 16 el 20 30---.- 46 SA 66.--

Em - -.- TIME (MIN) .. 8-X

4 - Figre~r 17. r1at.Release .Rate and Tiotal --Heat Released From ----.- :-
, - - ;- - -.. s{,t

'"e < PCT 1*1 showed that a cabinet fire with unqualified cabl'e as ..-wi
;'r;r, -- the in situ- fuel can--propagate in a vertical cabinet with .'.'
.:;:;<..''closed doors and ventilation grills: yet', there is the potent .- ~..~
ash';.tial- for. oxygen depr~ivation occurring in the cabinet due to ': -'I
,tatS-tt .-the--:limits -on ventilation. None of the seven meters or-;~

switches experienced, short-term damage (except those- in the - .

-burning cabinet),, and theiresul~ts of the inspection of these-- .. a
a :~components is discussed in Jacobus' report.(151 Furthermore..
l W*^...although-the thermal- environment in the enclosure and adja-*. . ^-..

I cent-cab-inets was-not severe enough to result in autoignition .. l.
M~ur8.of the cables or-components, the environment in the en'clo-sure.
:g. *was severe from a habitability standpoint, due to the smoke I. ';~

in;;:which obscured visionl within 11 minutes. after ignition. .-........................................ -':$S
-36-:.',
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As a result of discussion with NRC. the fuel loading.amount-
in the cabinet was changed in PCT *2 as shown in Table 4.
This test was conducted with unqualified cable, and open
doors provided cabinet ventilation, and the standard tran-
sient ignition source was employed in igniting the cabinet
fire. Open cabinet doors are a legitimate configuration - ti

because in many real applications the cabinets contain no
doors -at. all. In Figure 18, a complete description of the
test variables and a timeline showing the highlights of the
test are provided. The )Larger f-uel load used in this

-test, 1.05 x 106 UJ (1.0 X 106 Btu). sh6wn in Figure l9a,.was '
used because the fuel loading in PCT *1 still appeared to be'
too small based on pictures of real cabinets from operating T

- plants. Eight switches and meters were also included in
- this test to investigate the effects of the fire on them..

In addition. cable bundles were placed in the adjacent and .
r.emote cabinets.:

The fire. in this test developed very quickly as is shown in
Figures 18 and 19... In fact. by'nine minutes after ignition. '.

.7 .:as shown in Figure 19b. th'e entire right-hand side of the
cabinet was burning. It. is obvious from the plots of the

:, r cabinet temperatures. Figure 20. that the fire developed .4,;
quicker and'was much more severe than PCT #1. The thermo-
couple placement was different in this test (PCT #2) as corm-
pared to PCT *1; therefore, the thermocouple numbers are not
the same.- Thermocouple 24 shows the air temperature in the.
center of cabinet A. with temperatures rising very rapidly
in-10 minutes to flame temperature (950°C). However, TC 83, ' 4
the center air. temperature in cabinet C. only reached 820C

<which--does not appear severe enough to result in melt:Lng the
* cables or components in the adjacent cabinets. The tempera-
ture measurement in the cable bundle in the adjacent cabinet

-was lost: although, TC 22 gives an indication of the inside-
adjacent cabinet wall temperature (inside cabinet C). The 1te
wall temperature begins to climb very rapidly at 8 minutes
to a peak of 2800C. which: is hot enough to melt many plastic ....
; materials.--yet. not high enough to result in autoignition of
.' cables16] or other 'components. The thermal environment in
the enclosure. as measured by TC-47. "was much higher than in : 4
PCT #1, and reached a peak of 182°C at 1.2 minutes after
ignition.- The enclosure temperature stayed -above 15CIC for

* : ;-7 minutes. .-

.The .HRR plot shown in Figure 21. provides a 'good indication
of how-quickly the fire developed in PCT #2. Within 7 min--

.utes *the HRR rose. from 100 kW to almost 1000 kW. a rate "
...growth of 128 kW/minute Pr 2.13 kW/sec. which. is' substan-

.tial1y higher. than that experienced in PCT #1. In looking
i again., at .Figure 20, the peak temperature in the cabinet- A
is'> occurs almost simulta'ieously with the peak HRR, and the peak.

enclosure temperature lags al couple minutes behind-t e peak '.

*. _ .37.
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k @?, TEST# PCT #2 j 
i

! CABINET TYPE AND SIZE: VERTICAL, 0.91 x 1.51 x 2.29 m (3 x 5 x 7.5 It).

* CABINET VENTILATION METHOD: DOORS OPEN, TWO OPENINGS, DOORS 0.61 x t.13 m (2 x 7 1t)

. r-�! ,'I", WS'74L' i, 0
. r. � I -..

. II ;.' T

. . o" . . :: -
' - 1 '. .

. . . i . I

CABLE TYPE: UNQUALIFIED CABLE (PE/PVC)

IN SITU FUEL LOADING: 1.054 x 106 kJ (9.99 x 105 Btu)
70,260 kJ/ft2 (66,600 Btu/ft2)

: . t -! 11
. . � i . .

I

II '

IGNITION SOURCE: PLASTIC/BUCKET, BOX KIMWIPES, 0.9461 ACETONE

72,220 kJ (68,450 Btu)

w .

0 10 .20 30
40

TIME (mln)

;. .,, . \ :Figure 18. Description and Timeline)-for PCT #2
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HRR. A total of 8.39 x 105 kJ of heat was released as -- X
shown in Figure 21, and all the cables in cabinet A appeared
to have burned. Based on the total heat release plot. : flI
approximately 79.6 percent of the potential heat available, X ,i
in the fuel load actually combusted. A total of 25.5 kg St
(56 lbs)sof cable insulation (including the ignition source) iI
was burned, representing -73.5 percent of the cable insu-
lation weight. The maximum burn rate was 0.805 kgi/min

,(1.77 lb/min) which *is lower than that experienced in PCT *1.
These numbers are inconsistent because PCT #2 had a higher
peak HRR and a lower mass loss rate. One possible exp:Lana-
tion is that the burning cabinet tilted against one of the -

adjacent cabinets' during the fire., thus offsetting the load-
cell reading and resulting in bad mass loss data. In any -.-
case., the maximum weight loss calculated using the HRRH and -A
total heat of combustion value is 1.93 kgnmm (4.24 lb/min).

... ... .. Since the mass loss data appears inaccurate for this test.. , p i
it is not possible to compare the fuel burned from the stand-
point of 'total heat released and total mass lost. However. .
it does appear that PCT #2 had. a higher efficiency of burning '-...
than PCT #1 since a greater percentage of the potential heat ,
of combustion. was apparently released. Monitoring of the
combustion gases showed, peak readings for C02, CO. and hydro- ' '
carbons :of '2.28 percent. 10. 689 ppm, and 10.400 ppm respec- '
tively. All these combustion gases- peaked at approximately

-' the same time. -liminutes after ignition. '

The large. difference in burning rate between PCT #2 and
PCT'#1 was a result of.both the increase in the fuel loading.
'30 percent. and also because of the increased ventilation in
the cabinet allowed by the open cabinet doors. Exactly how. ',.
much each of those factors contributed to the increase in'-7'f
the 'burning rate cannot be determined. All the parameters A',
measured (e.g.. HRR, temperature, etc.). except for weight
,loss data. were significantly"' higher in. PCT *2. than in
previous tests. In addition the oxygen level in the room

i ;4-,i.was down' to -15.5 percent in the enclosure near . the
ceiling.,"' It should bi noted that combustion cannot be

,,.'maintained below 16 percent oxygen:, however, near the floor
-. ;- the oxygen level was probably higher because that is where ',,;

the ventilation inlets are located. The, smoke began to ,
t...... '-7 obscure the view of the cabinets within nine minutes; after

ignition of the fire: consequently. nothing' could be seen in 'e
the enclosure. Based, on the temperature readings in the
.enclosure, it does not appear that there was any burning
outside the cabinet or in'the "hot layer."

-Video recordings' and data from the-thermocouples located in ' t p
'.--cabinet A. the burining. cabinet.. indicate .-that the fire -
'' development progressed as shown in. Figure. 22. Firsm. the'
:i right-hand side of the cabinet, where the ignition source

was started, burned. Next, the fire burned across the

' ' ' "' ' .



right-hand 6ide and ignited cables on the top part of the
left-hand side of the cabinet. The fire then spread across
from the right-hand side and prog-ressed down- the left-hand
side. The reason the left-hand side started burning from the.::..
top down was because hot combustion gases from the right-hand
side were forced-over to the top of the left-hand side by the

- door soffit. There was no burning or damage to the. cable
bundles- located in adjacent cabinets B and C. Three compo-
nents, located in. the enclosure and adjacent cabinets. were
powered and monitored throughout the test. All components--...-.
performed as designed' (the component highest up was 1.83 m.. -
t6 ftl up-and 3.05 m t10 ft] away from the burning cabinet

; and saw .a peak temperature of 906C). The. results of the.
-:component evaluation are described by Jacobus.[-S]

: -.

@1 1A ISi 1 X.vX S jU

2.29 m

IGNITION _-- -*1*_ '5 0

Figiure -22k Burn Pattern for PCT *2

.^.- PCT 02, demonstrated that for a ve.-tical cabinet wit'h open -.-.
doors and with an in situ fuel .loading of unqualified cable-"
that appears similar to ,real fuel.loadings in nuclear power
plants, 'the- fire will develop and spread rapidly throughout
the burning cabinet. - ' jji< 8

- - 42-



However, even a fire as large as this did not have a signifi-
cant thermal effect (i.e. temperature rise that could result
in melting of cables or components) on the adjacent cabinets-
in-the configuration tested. It should be noted that in this
test each cabinet had a side wall which means there was a
double wall between cabinet interiors. In some plant appli- :,I
cations there is only a single wall and in some cases there
is no wall or barrier between cabinets which could result in ti.

a more severe thermal environment in the cabinet. The ther - ,.{
--..mal environment in the enclosure near.the ceiling was severe 'i'

enough to have caused melting of some plastics and the smoke
- : concentration in the enclosure was very dense throughout the

test. ',

Although previous Scoping Tests (i.e.. ST *6 through 9) .had < '<if
already 'shown that a fire in qualified cable in a vertical

, :. cabinet would not spread. PCT #3 was conducted to determine '
-what effect a larger fuel loading of qualified cable in a . 14
vertical cabinet would have on ignition and propagation of a ¶
fire. This test was conducted with open cabinet doors and
with an in situ fuel; loading of -1.051 x 106 kJ' (1.0 x

: '- 106 Btu) as shown in. Table 4. In Figure 23, a complete
oil .description of the .variables used- in PCT. *3 as well as a

..:'"'..timeline providing 'the highlights that occurred during the
test is provided. The cabinet and cable setup used in this
test was similar to that used in PCT #2. The fuel' loading
shown in Figure'24a varied somewhat from PCT #2 in that fewer -:.-.
standard cable bundles were needed to make.up the fuel load-
ing because the qualified cable bundles were heavier. Also'.
many of the cable, bundles that were run from the right-hand ..

s:.Side of the cabinet toi the left-hand side were run diago-
nally upwaird to enhance thelikelihood of the fire to propar,. ,

gate up the cables and spread the fire to the left-hand side
of the cabinet. This method of loading the cables almost
succeeded in propagating the fire as shown in Figure .24b:

'- the diagonal cables almost burned over to the left-hand side-&
of the cabinet..,vrt. .~

The resultinq temperatures produced by the fire in the burn-':'..
Eing cabinet. 'the ,enclosure. and--in .adjacent cabinets are. .- ,
shown in Figure 25. These thermocouple locations are the
same as those used in PCT #2. In' comparing these thermo-
couple readings.toPCT #2 they are substantially lower. Even

''the burning cabinet air temperature, TC #27. only hadl a.maxi-
mum temperature of 2171C. The other temperatures 'nmonitored
by TCs 82.-- 85., and 47, indicate that there-was not a' threat
of'autoignition ordamage to cables or components in adjacent- --
cabinets or in the encl'osure.'. The HRR, Figure 26, fcor'.PCT *3
shows that the fire only produced a peak heat release rate of
56 kW: which is lower than was experienced in any of the pre-

,..vious Scoping Tests' with. qualified cable. : The total heat
released was only 0.65 x 105 kJ (0.61 x 105 Btu) which is
s:16ightly less thanthat, released by the ignition source in

-. I4:3 "
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CABINET TYPE AND SIZE: VERTICAL CABINET, 0.91 x 1.53 x 2.29 m (3 x 5 x 7.5 It).

CABINET VENTILATION METHOD: DOORS OPEN, TWO OPENINGS 0.61 x 2.133 m (

CABLE TYPE: IEEE-383 QUALIFIED CABLE (XPE/XPE)
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4 4 I
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2 x 7 t).

IN 51TU FUEL LOADJINGA: l.UI57,779 KJ t(.70 x4 BtuIMU)

... - 757,779 kj/M2 (70,420 BtU/ft2).

t ; 
. . :
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IGNITION SOURCE; PLASTIC BUCKET, BOX KIMWIPES, 0.9461! ACETONE

- .1 72,220 kJ (68,450 Btu)
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Screening Test *5 which 'was certainly unexpected. One posi-i-
ble explanation for the unreasonably low HRR values is that
a valve used in the calibration process for the gas analyzert

"may have been left partially open allowing ambient air to mix :- A

1,<'with the stack sample. This would result in higher oxygen
_and hence lower HRR levels measured than those actually en-

£ countered. However, a posttest calibration of the gas analy- -..

zer revealed no problems. Aside from the fact that there
was a possible malfunction, the fire did not propagate. The
weight loss data shows that 10.45 kg (23 lbs.) of cable insu- -.

latioifwas burned and a visual inspection after the test-
showed that most of the cables on the right-hand side of the . :.

cabinet were burned-'.. However, none of. the cables on the
.-left-hand -side were burned, although some of;.the cables near
the top. of the cabinet were smoke damaged, as shown in Fig- i

--ure 24d. Based on the weight loss data 14.6 percent of the |JI
cable .insulation was combusted which should correspond to
3.24 x 10 5 kJ -(3.07 x 105 Btu) of fuel assuming complete :-.
', couibustion. .

Preliminary Cabinet Test #3 again showed that a cabinet fire --c.. m

in a vertical cabinet with qualified cable has little poten-
tial to propagate and spread throughout a single vertical __

cabinet.. This is not to say that the fire would not spread '
given a "critical" ignition source and in sit' fuel confi.gu- -:

ration. However, with the in situ fuel and configurations :
.-::-tested, a fire in a vertical cabinet with qualified cable, is - ,

ri--' not likely- to. propagate or result in damage to cable compo--
T-M % t-nents or equipment outside the! cabinet. as a result of the -

. thermal- environment. It should be noted, however, as de-wih
qscribed.in the timeline, the Smoke became very thick wilthin.

10 minutes after ignition, of the cables, showing..that even
if the fire does, not become large and propagate, it could-

gn.' result in problems with 'habitability in the enclosure or ,'..,¢i
-,..-equipment smoke damage. . - .^-'-:+.

PCT t44 was conducted 'because of the concern about high I:em-. .' '*- f
Peratures experienced -in the enclosure and adjacent cabinet ' .
air and walls during the large-fire in PCT.#2 (1000 kW) and -

l, the effect-: an even larger cabinet fire might have on 'the
thermal environments. Since it was impractical (and unreal- - . {bi
istic) to put twice as many cables in a cabinet, Preliminary IL.-- A

*-..':,' Cabinet Test *4 was conducted using a heptane pool in a.cabi- '
i .net to achieve-a desired f4RR. The purpose of PCT #4 was to

produce a- cabinet fire using a heptane pool in a cabinet
. ...that...resulted in an -2000 kW fire, and to investigate- the" :

temperature excursions in the enclobsu-re and adjacent cabi- "' . i
-- h--> nets-. Thre~e tests were conducted using'heptane pool f-res -.

in cabinets to investigate the thermal effects of large cabi -

net fires, . These tests were designated PCT #4A, PCT *44. :
and PCT #C'. -The reason for three tests was because it took
three tests .to produce the desired HRR. In all the tests
-with the ,heptane. pools,. the same cabinet.configuration used .
in the previous 'tests, (PCT4#2 and #3) was used.

j..~~:47:-:
_ I , 6-.;
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PCT #4A. in which 37.85 t (10 gal) of heptane was burned in.. '-
two pans with- a total area of 0.58 m2 (6.2 ft2 ). produced a ---

very intense fire with large flames shooting out the cabinet
doors and high temperatures in the enclosure and adjacent
cabinets.- However, as the HRR shows in Figure 27. a peak HRR

i- of only 750 kW was reached. In PCT #4B 56.78 t (15 gal) of
heptane in two pans with a total area of 0.93 m2 (,o ft2) was

.; ---. burned. This test did'not yield any useful data because the :iA
.: explosion relief doors of the burn enclosure activated due
to-the large initial pressure spike when the fire was ignit-
ed. PCT #4C was the same configuration as PCT-#4B.Ebut with
the relief doors strengthened. The HRR in this test reached -
-1900 kW and is shown in Figure 27. This resulted in temper-
atures in and on the adjacent-cabinet that were significantly.,...
higher than any tests with cable-as the in situ fuel source..
Adjacent. cabinet. -temperatures from PCT #4C.- Figure 28, show
that the peak temperatures of 5600C and 2756C, for the cabi'-.
net wall and air respectively. The enclosure had a peak tem-
PeK4ULUL.'U
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: and enclosure were significantly higher than in Pci *2.
This is shown in Fiqures 29 and 30.- which: compare the adja-
cent cabinet wall and air temperature-s for the three t~ests. r
Apparently, the larger flame' in the pool fire result in the--
higher adjacent cabinet temperatures because of the radiant

-heat. . -.

600
* TC 22- CRB.C. INSIDE HRL+, TC se- CRB.B, CENTER SIR -

; TC 47- ENCLOSURE AIR, tC 93- CRB.C, CENTER.AIR :::y,.

500 ' 3.35 mUP '

400 TC 4?

fir TC 93

-%: ,.- -,. , --.- , ,, -;

3200 I ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ =.

. -TC 90 PCT * * .

-i;:.l--.:.. Th oioiq ocusos r ap.o.tepolfrets .

._______:_resultsandan_____________thetestresults:_(a)_pooL__________

10 25 25 30

TIME (MIN) ~

-2;Adjacent Cabinet and Enclosure.Tpearsfo

The following conclusions are based on the pool tire test~-
results and an analysis 'of the test results,: (a) pool.,fires

,- in-cabinets and, cable fires in cabinets burn signiffLc;ntly
i ,,different. ,(b) based onthe data and heat'transfer cailcula-

-. tions. it appears that the heat transfer mechanisms. to adja-
...cent cabinets are dominated by radiation: from the cabinet.

- -: --walls,. (c) it appears that a single cabinet alone, wilLi ot' .
likely burn differently than a cabinet with adjacent cabinets

-.due to- the heat transfer nechanisms, and (d) calcu'lations
., - using the test, data showed that 'cabinets with a single-adja--.

cent' wall as opposed to; a double wall with an air gap can . *...

result in temperatures. on the adjacent.,cabinet wall and pos-_.:
sibly in the adjacent cabinet air that could lead to inelting
or- autoignition of combustible6.- Although _the pool and

.-,.: cabinet fires-do not develop -and burn the same, theset tests
have shown that single adjacent cabinet walls can rescult in
thermal problems in adjacent cabinets. .
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3 3.2 Tests in Benchboard Cabinets

A total of two cabinet fire tests in benchboard cabinets were
conducted as shown in Table 4. These two tests, one each Al
with qualified cable and unqualified cable were conducted to.,.-'
investigate the, way a fire in a benchboard cabinet would
develop. A summary of the results from these tests- are shown,
in. Table 6.

'r's''' I'
* *

Summary of Results From the Benchboard -

Cabinet Tests

Test# 5 6

In Situ Fuel Type 1UQ Q

'- Peak HRR '(kW) 791 215

-Peak . Room 210 115 *,, -.'4.i
:i . :-Temperatures Adjacent

': ,C) Cabinet 100. 35
:4

' EBurn Duration (min) 20 35

Observations Propagation of Propagation 1.22 m up,
thy fire. ' obscuration at
obicuration at 11 min --

-,. . . . m .~ .,. .j-X

.Preliminary_ Cabinet Test *5 (PCT #5) was conducted with
4 unqualified cable as the. fuel with a loadingiof -1.5 x 106- - 'J

(1.42 x 106 Btu). _A-complete description of the test var-i-' ' i
ables -and a.timeline showing the. highlights of the tests are
provided in Figure 31. A significantly larger fuel' load
than that used in previous ..tests was used in PCT #5 because
the floor-area of the benchboard cabinets was approximately ..

-:.50 percent higher...than that in the vertical cabinets. Con-. -- .

sequenrtly. the fuel:'loading was-increased. so-that the fuel
loading per cabinet:floor area was the same as that used in
PCT*#2 and #3.. The different cabinet geometry resulted in a -

higher percentage of cables located near the ignition source, .

...as can be seen in Figure 32a. It should also be noted that.
although: it cannot be seen in Figure 32a a large amount of.
fuel was-.loaded Under the' bench. A different manufacturer's
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TEST #PCT #

CABINETTYPE'AND SIZE: ~BENCHBOARD CABINET,1.22x1.82x2.44m (4x6x8ft

ICABINET VENTILATION METHOD: ONE BOTTOM FRONT GRILL, OPEN BACK DOOR

.... CABLE TYPE: UNQUALIFIED CABLE (PEIPVC)

INSIUFUEL LOADING:' 1.519 x10~ kJ'(1.44 x 106 tu

7.11 X 100 kJ/mz (6.26 x 105 Btu/ftz)
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(although the same composition- PE/PVC) cable was used inD
--:this test because the supply of the previous unqualified ;,p
cable was exhausted. As can be seen in the photograph in
Figure 32.-a front ventilation grill and an open back door
:-provided ventilation to the cabinet. The photographs in
Figure 32 were taken through the open back cabinet door. .:
Ignition of the in situ fuel in PCT #5 was provided by the ,

electrical initiation apparatus described in Section 2.2. .

Ignition of the fire occurred 15.33 minutes 'after the elec- * ':

:. .,-trical initiation apparatus was turned on and occurred at a
power of. -165 watts. All the subsequent figures for PCT #5
.in -which plots of the data arc shown include the 15.33 min-

¢utes ' prior .to ignition of the cables'.. Figure 32 shows a
photographict sequen t io his test, Figure 32b a was taken at

ph.otogrhict after ignitie of (19.6 minutes after the electri
cal 'initiation device was turned on). and Figure 32c was

RJ,; - '-.taken 10.7 minutes after ignition (26.3 minutes after test
start). Aithough the photographs do not show it Re ause of
a light shining into the cabinet and the close range at
which the pictures were taken, the ..smoke obscured the view -7
..of the cabinets from the front within 9 minutes after the'
ignition of the-fuel.

-In order to illustrate the resulting thermal environment.
_e.- that was produced by- the the fire, a number of plots of-the

temperature in the burning cabinet, cabinet A, are shown in
F Figure 33. These thermocouples. TCs 89, 90'. and 91' were
located in the center of cabinet A at 0.61.. 1.22. and 1.83 m
(2. 4. and 6 ft),above.the floor. respectively. As expected
the temperatures at TC 91 are higher because of the air flow
pattern *in .the cabinet and,because the soffit of'the cabinet ...

door 'which'results in a "hot layer"-nthe top of the cabi-.n.--:*.- :1*1

. net., resulting in higher temperatures. TThis "hot layer" was :
.<---- -1.22 m (4 ft) deep at the time of maximum- HRR.. It-appears

that there was burning in. the top part- of the cabinet and .
flamies-outside the cabinet were visible in some of the video
replay: however, this observation is not conclusive because
the. temperatures of the combustion gases coming out of the - i
cabinet -are so 'high. The temperatures inside, and on the.---
'....- walls-of cabinetB and the .enclosure temperature are shown.,.-.. -
in--. Figure :34. The adjacent .cabinet wall' temperatures 7;.
(ins'ide -reachied almost. 3000C while temperatures between the
-two--cabinets were over 4000C. Also the adjacent cabinet

W ,;'center air temperature peaked- at 1000C 30 minutes after the .
P- sta.rt of the test: (15 minutes after ignition). The thermal

m environment inthe enclosure as monitored.by TC 47 shows peak
. .. -.temperatures of 2350C at ,12 minutes after ignition of the -

' 9.' fire, which was when. the fire was burning most intensely.

The HRR for :PCT #5 is shown in Figure 35 nlong wwith a plot-- ,
of the total heat released. This figure shows. a peak HRR of
784 kWs. The'HRR climbed very quickly up to the peak and' -

"'- .- -5 -' p
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i t1 0,:4then,,dropped off quickly, indicating that the fire" burned,
-Avery intensely. .for. a-short duration. Unfortunately, the

7 , ijass -data 'was -lost .,during this' test- due to overheating of
..the load cells. Consequently, the mass loss rate and total -
mass' lost are not known. However. using the HRR--to-.calcu-
'late the peak mass loss tate. a peak mass loss rate of ap-.
proximately 1.52 kg/min (0.6891 lb/min) occurred. The fire,:.
growth rate during the first 10 minutes after ignition wag
71.9 kW/min, which is lower than that observed in PCT*#2. - ,
'The .otal,. heat' released ,during this test .based' on HRR is
'7.4 x.105 kJ-(6.066 x.105 Btu) which is less than.50 percent
of-the fuel's potential,,heat of combustion. This percentage.
of combustion is, less than was experienced for all*the other :-
tests with unqualified cable which appears odd because 'of
the intense burning -and. because a posttest inspection. as.
shown in Figure '33d. revealed that all the cable insulation.
appeared to -have burned.' "At approximately the same time-as

1I'.1,, the HRR- and.temperatures peaked out in the test., 30 minutes
.; after the'-start, the combustion gases also reached a maxi-

-mum, with values for 'hydrocarbons,7Co-iand 2 of 6000; mO
'6000 ppm and 0.7 percent by volume, respectively.

It is difficult to determine what effects each-of'the changes
in :.the .setup (e.g.'. cabinet style, ignition source.- fuel

,, L*_ . - - .> , . .. _;s , ; 1--

; ;i 's _ *.~ ^,5.6*

: -- , - . - -'8-



.--amount. and configuration) had in causing the different HRR-
(as compared to PCT *2). the lower than usual percentage of
fuel 'combusted. and the short burn duration. However, the... A
cabinet style had a significant effect because of the venti-
lation flow path (ventilation from both the front.and back)
the larger total amount of fuel in the cabinet and near the
ignition source, and the sof it over the back door. which

. ....keptthehot combustion gases in the cabinet. Rather than
-the "hot layer" in the cabinet enhancing combustion in the
cabinet., -because of higher temperatures, it appears that it

- -;S:limited combustion due to a Jlack of oxygen, resulting in a-
*Y7;-C-Iower amount 'of total heat released. The ignition source

seemed to have little effect in changing the way the fire
"'developed: it still ignited and propagated quickly ai it
would have with the transient ignition source.. However, withtB
the electrical ignition source there was a lengthy heat up 4-
period, and smoke was visible for approximately four minutes --
before ignition.

The manner in which the fire in PCT #5. burned is shown in
Figure 36. . The fire -spread from the ignition source ( just.
behind the -ench) upward into the cables in the top part of
the cabinet first, probably because of the hot combustion -

- 'gases. Temperature measurements show that the top four feet :
of the cabinet were .. above autoignition'.,temperature for -

unqualified cable (16) and some of the cables in the upper
parts-of the cabinetprobably.did autoignite.
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The thermal environment 'in the top of the enclosure and. in
the adjacent cabinets was severe enough to cause melting in
some plastics... However, the one component that did fail in
this test failed as a result of a large deposit of soot, not
melting.[15] In addition, cable bundles located in the
adjacent cabinet and the outside-of the barriers (which-
experienced temperatures of >3000C) did-.,show signs of melt-..
ing.. although there were no signs of possible autoignition
in the cables. The cables were checked after the test, and

: --'-although.:-the., Insulators had melted together., -there was no ''
shorting of. the conductors. This test demonstrated that a
fire with unqualified ca6le in the configuration tested in a
benchboard-styl'e cabinet could be ignited with an electrical
ignition source and propagate- quickly throughout a cabinet.

.Furthermore the fire can result in a severe (e~g., thermal' -

' .andsmoky) environment in the enclosure ard adjacent cabi- . 1
'nets that could cause additional'problems.

. [-.;F...--:-; --!.-- . a

Even though. previous tests (ST #6 through 9 and PCT #3) had --. t,
' demonstrated t qualified cable (XPE/XPE) in a vertical

cabinet would not propagate a fire, PCT #6 was conducted to
investigate if a different type of qualified cable (HYP/XPE) .:

---would propagate a fire in a benchboard cabinet. The standard
transient ignition source described in Section 2.2 was used'

:' ' along with 1.57 x 106 WJ (1.49 x 106 Btu) -of in situ fueled.---..
The test setup was very similar to PCT *5. _although a
d'iffexent number. of cable bundles were used because of the
different cable weights. A complete description of PCT #6
and a timeline describing the highlights of the test are

i-.given in Figure 37>- A picture of the fuel loading is shown
in Figure 38a: as with PTC #5, -the pictures were taken from 4
the back of the cabinet.. .

The photographic sequence of the test is 'also shown in
:.Figure 38b and c. taken at 12 and 51 minutes, respectively.
Smokehbegan to obscure the view- of the. cabinets from the
front of the enclosure within 30 minutes after ignition. In:. a
Figure.39, plots of air temperature measurements taken in ' "
cabinet A. the 'burning cabinet, are provided for TCs 17, 89,
90, and 91, which were located on the inside-ceiling, and at
0.61,- 1.22, and 1.83 m (2, 4, and 6 ft) from the floor,.
irespectively.i It is obvious from the plots that the upper.
part.of. the cabinet is hotter, due to the rising hot combus-.
tion -gases. that are kept in by the' door soffit. However,.
the -temperatures were. not as high as those experienced in- :i^
CT'*5 (see Figure 33.), although the temperatures, in

, m PCT #6,. at the ceiling (this was not shown in-Figure 33) and
i -.83 m 16 ft) up were almost as high (TC 91. 7000C). It was

not- obvious from, the video if there was burning in t e -top
part of the cabinet: it appears that the temperatures were ' Ai
high enough to aid -the fire in ..spreading by heating the
cables in .the top part of the cabinet. and possibly -causing.
.auiori-gnition. Figure 38d shows the cabinet after -the fire.

-58- 5 B
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. *w-r .**,* ; ;1-TEST#: PCT#6 ' '

CABINET TYPE AND SIZE: BENCHBOARD CABINET, 1.22 x 1.82 x 2.44 m (4 x 6 x 8 ft)
CABINET VENTILATION METHOD: ,'ONE BOTTOM FRONT GRILL, OPEN BACKDOOR
CABLE TYPE:, IEEE-383 QUALIFIED CABLE (HYP/XPE)
IN SITU FUEL LOADING: 1.551 x 106 kJ (1.470 x 106'Btu)

!- 7.26 x 106 kJfm2 (6.390 x 105 atu/ft2 )

IGNITION SOURCE: PLASTIC BUCKET, BOX KIMWIPES, 0.9461 ACETONE,
72,220 kJ (68,450 Btu) .
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-TC 93- CAB. A AIR, 1.22. UP

.0,, TC 91- CAB. A AIR, 1.83m UP
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Stag -...Figure 39. Temperatures inx Cabinet A,,-the ~Burning Caibinet -:.

*tjr;,,''_Note *that the *fire only burned the cables 1.22 in (4 ft) and --:,i
TV ; up. and the two bundles closest to the door were not bu~rned.-.- '-'1t
t ;--- Plots of the temp~eratures inside the adjacent cabinet and - ^43s
.*$>,:.t..enclosure are shown.'in Figure 40. It is interesting to. note , ''.,
Ai. ,that TCs'.19 and 20. 1.22 mn (4 ft) and 1.83 m (6 ft). respec- - .' ' a1,j
'>>i,:'tively. on the inside of the adjacent cabinet wall have the; j
-Ro9>-same pattern as the air temperatures in cabinet A. ind~icat- -. "

+-'' zing there was little burning in the lower part of cabinet-A. ,. 'v .-iMt
It t* -- The .air temperature inside cabinet B as- measured by TC #93 --- :>

+;-r .*shows- a'~peak temperature of 30°C--(the- ambient-temperature at ' .^8
;" < the start of this test was 15°C). while the peak enclosure .v b
-$-''9'' air temperature was 35eC... ';'.

a . ,c es -~ z:a

*3~<.-,'The -HRR as calculated .using oxygen-consumption calorimetry,:-.--l
'>':....: shown in: Figure 41. reached a peak of 215 kW at 15 minutes- .''Sg

0.m at after -ignition. 'This' HRR is significantly higher than that. '. .<.l.
.t A,. :in any other qualified Cable cabinet fire because the fire -.. h

*'.''spread throughout the top part of the* cabinet. The total.-- flg
>r e-at- released is-also shown in Figure 41. with a tot~al of- ;t

-- to2 2-3B x.105 UJ (2.25 .x 105 Btu) of -heat released.. This: -... !

VJYM.-S'> heat of combustion. while the mass loss data showed that .- 't
4E-"-28.94 kg (63'.67---lbs) of. the total of 53.28 kg (117.22 ;-lbs.) : -~*fit of fuel were -combusted. which is 54.3 percent of the fuel. ' -. 1Wgt

All'1tA,- Thereason for the discrepancy could - be that the heat o - >-Jr. --lr
. ---

- .... .. ...
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.combustion values selected to. calculate the in: situ fuel
loading were too high, in which, case the fuel loading in the
cabinet was not as high as originally thought. The measure-
ment-6of the combustion gases was not completed due'to prob- ' i
Xems with the gas analyzer.

This test demonstrated that for this type of qualified cable *
AIn2.V.:in the test configuration, a fire can spread throughout a - .

single- benchboard cabinet' although.. the adjacent cabinets
1K and the enclosure were not threatened by the fire, except

for the smoke. . - .

3.3.ReSummary f Results

A total of six Preliminary. Cabinet Fire Tests were conducted
as part of, this test program to investigate the.way an inter-
nally 'ignited cabinet fire will ignite and develop and its:
effect on adjacent cabinets and the enclosure. N summary of . - .:f
the, ,results from these six tests is provided in Table ? In .
all the tests with unqualified cable, the fire was easily
ignited- and. propagated. flowever. with the qualified cable
.thefires-were difficult to ignite and, except for the fire'

.i. in the benchboard cabinet f PCT #6) t-hej fires -di'd not propa- .;_..''3'i,
s--- -gate.- The one fire using the electrical initiation apparatus
' showed that a cabinet containing unqualified cable could be

ignited by electrical overheating of a cable.. In' PCT #2 and
#5 the enclosure temperatures were high enough to cause
damage to cables or components located near the ceiling.
while -it appears. temperatures in the adjacent cabinets were -. ,

never: high enough to cause problems. In all the tests, smoke .ai
buildup in the enclosure was an obvious problem. 'A discus-

7.. :SiQ andinterpretation-of the! cabinet fire test results is
provided.-in the-following section. .

:.4 .0g.INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS .

goi4, .- tQnition of a Cabinet Fire

As stated at the beginning of: this report, it was'not the
goal of the test program to evaluate if-the ignition sources.
chosen to be used in the test program were credible, although ..

through surveys and background studies,.they are as credible
as.possible. Rather, it was ito. investigate if. the selected . - -

ignition-:sources were capable of igniting a.; cabinet fire,
In this-'test program.only one transient' and one electrical .

ignition source- were tested. The three series of tests, . ;

-::..Screening,' Scoping, aind Preliminary. Cabinet Tests, demon.- :
strated ..that ignition of the cabinet fire is dependent on
three variables: (1) ignition fuel type, intensity and'
-location. (2). n situ fuel type, and (3) in situ fuel geom-
etry. Other test variables do not appear to play a sigrilfi- . :
ca t p. .a .l .- . . ;

- -j_ ¢
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, The' transient. ignition source fuel .tested was capable of i
igniting either type of in aitu fuel,.- qualified or unquali
fied cable: however, a "criticAlP .(i.e. -a- combination of
parameters that makes up! -a---configuration that will burn) X iN
in situ' fuel geometry was necessary to ignite and propagate . "

the fire in the cable bundle (ST #4 and 5). Furthermore. it. ' :.
i :appears that a critical ignition source amount is necessary. l

especially when igniting qualified cable. A slightly smaller
---- transient ignition source Was not sufficient to ignite and

* .:' propagate a fire in the. qualified cable (ST *1, 2, and I3).- i
although it probably would have been sufficient to ignite

. unqualified cable. -

The.-electrical ignition 'source employed in these tests was I
only use~d to ignite a fire in-unquali-fied..cable, PCT *5. It
has been tested with qualified cable and appears capable of
igniting and propagating a fire in. qualified cable.lO'.]
However, the capability of the electrical 'ignition source to
ignite and -propagate *a cable fire in an actual test has not
been demonstrated. .The: arrangement of the electrical igni-
tion apparatus, as well the geometry. of the in situ fuel . - &I
were found critical to. the ability of the electrical .
ignition source to ignite and propagate a fire. '- 1

.'Needless tto say.. the location of the ignition source is
'critica]. to the ignition of a fire as it must be near the
in'situ 'fuel and impinge upon the fuel for long enough to ' ,

.:-'allow the fire-to propagate. In these tests th7'_ignition
sources were placed in a corner or along a wall, which make
Ithe fire more intense (corner eff~ects) than: it would if S
was in the center of a cabinet. -. ..

The second important' variable in the ignition of a cabinet ,
-fire -is the in situ fuel' type. In this test program all
in situ fuels were represented by cable insulation.. primar- .' ji
ily because cables make up the bulk of the in situ -Euels.
Three types of cable were tested, two qualified; an XRE/XPE . ,
-and an .HYP/XPE. -and one unqualified PE/PVC. These tests
(and other previous, tests [.17]) have shown that qualified. - 4"I

1 cable is-Aifficult to ignite and keep burning even under the
o ptimal burning condition. Direct flame impingement for a
relatively long duration (ten minutes.-Lis necessary to Ignite..:.-
'and propagate a f~ire: in qualified cable,, while unqualified

.- cable is -relatively easily: ignited and wilt propagate a fire.

In situ fuel geometty is the third variable affecting .the
ignition-of aa cabinet. fire. This variable is very critical
because if the in'si'tu fuel 1s not in a "critical geonetry.- .-
the.. fuel may burn for a short time,. but the fire will .not '
propagate (ST *1 and ',2). A~-able' bundle 'In a horizontal' ''il*
configuration is much less likely to propagate a fire, even
it -it- ignited,'than a vertical''-cable bundle, particularly:.
with qualified cable'.. Furthermore, as some' of the earlier

-'-'...:-:.Scoping Tests showed (ST *3), the cable bundles that were .
:. '..e ,. . -. .,.w. .
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-'.wrapped very tightly and wire tied every 0.'30 m (1 ft) were
very-_difficult to ignite, again particularlyt with qualified

.- cable, because.the flames and air could not-get to the inside
dcables.' Therefore, the fire would not propagate. In addi

: `,<.:tion. -stripped cables..were used in the area near the ignition ' A

i-'source.-because the smaller single conductors with insulation :
,were easier to ignite and acted much like tinder -would.-be in .
a wood fire in helping the fire to become larger. Stripped
cables, however, are not uncommon in control cabinets. -..

.Consequently, the tests revealed that there were three varin
-: ables critical to the ignition of a cabinet.fire, and that
'for -the particular ignition sources, in situ fuel types and
geometries. that'cabinet- fires can be ignited. and propagated. - il1
However, no measure can-be made or given -that-will'assist in
determining if a particular ignition source.:in situ fuel, or
fuel geometry is susceptible to a cabinet fire. All that can :. . . $
be said is that given the right conditions (i.e., sufficient '
-ignition source., loose cable bundles. etc.)., a fire can be '14:1 ignited -in a cabinet. It is the judgment of some people at
Sandia, familiar with nuclear power plant cabinet installa-s '. .
tions. that 'the "right conditions" Cur 4gnition used in this '

test program do not vary widely from.many of tho'se found in
actual power plant installations.

4.2 Propagation of a Cabinet Fire

4.2.1 Rate of Development

In evaluating the results of these tests, it appears that all
the variables-investigated have..some- effect on the develop-,
mhient rate of the cabinet fire, although some variables (e.g.. '. --

.-..the- -ignition source) have--a-much less significant.impact on '' :
-the--rate of development.' In situ fuel type. amount.and -

---. configuration are large factors in the development rate. In .
addition, cabinet geometry appears to play a significant
*iole in the fire development. -

Often more than one varia~ble was changed-ftrom test to test-
'thus making it difficult, to determine what effect each of '.
the variable changes had on the development rate of the
.fire.., Even though .the' electrical- ignition apparatus was---..
only- used 'in' onei test,' it does not appear that for the.-. :
ignition sources tested that. they have a significant effect
on the rate of development (after the fire is ignited). A

- .- e *. gj,
.In situ fuel type obviously has a large effect-on the devel.l
opment rate because qualified cable is made to be flame ..
resistant and has passed IEEE-383 qualification tests, while
.unqualified'.:cable has not passed IEEE-383 qualification - -:---
-ti-_tses.----_A measure of. the rate of development is the deriv. .'

ative of the heat release rate. This its'essentially the i
acceleration of the fire, but it is an indication of the' -

growth rate of -the fire. The growth rate during the growing
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stage of the fire for PCT 42 (vertical cabinet, unqualified
cable) and #3 (vertical cabinet, . qualified cable) are
128 kW/min and 5.6 kW/min, respectively,- while they. are
71.9 kW/min and 16.5 kW/Mrin for PCT 05 (benchboard cabinet. .
unqualified cable) and PCT #6 (benchboard cabinet, qualified
cable), respectively. These growth rates show, ignoring

Ccil .other factors, that the fire with unqualified cable develops
.-many -times faster than a fire in qualified cable. In situ
fuel amount is important to the development rate of the fire.

; " ~ ,::simply because with higher loadings, additional fuel is
available and. for a given cabinet, fuel loadings are more

A' ::: dense to combust and therefore the fire can grow quicker and
larger. The fuel amount was increased in PCT #2 .(over that

..used in PCT #1): however, since the fuel configuration and
cabinet ventilation were a'lso changed, it is difficult to

-.-deteriine what part the increased fuel loading had in making
the fire in PCT:#2 develop so quickly. Tuel configuration
is critical to the development rate of the fire, especially
with quLlified cable, because a. fire :will propagate up 'a
ver-tical .- cable much quicker than 'a horizontal cable. There-
fore, the more cables that are in a vertical or diagonal
configuration, the more likelihood that the fire will spread.

.-Furthermore, the way -in which the cables are bundled is'

bundle is wrapped, the less air and flames can penetrate andbmportan totedvlomnsae Thepptightetr.atce and~
...... burn, the cables, and the' slower the f ire development, rate

will be. -Also, in these tests, many of the insulators were
stripped out of the ble, resulting: in "tinder" for the. --

fire to 'burn. This type of cable--configuration is 'common in
A actual-.installations'. i -.

Cabinet geometry, more specifically the style of cabinet,
had a significant impact on the rate of development of the
fire, the potential. for the fire to spread and ultimately
-the 'size.._of the. fire. There are two differences in the
geometries between benchboard and vertical cabinets that

4t .:-affect. the. fire development. They are the location. of ".the
v' ventilation and the size of the door soffit..: On the verti- .-
'-cal`cabinets. . all the 'ventilation was provided from the .--:
,front, while with the- benchboard cabinets. :the ventilation
was provided: by the back door and by a ventilation grill in'
the front of the cabinet. Consequently, if a 1aIgq-6-'enough

,x ' fire developed. the benchboard cabinet could provide' more
ventilation: but more importantly.. the. front grill on the

-: benchboard. cabinet provides cooling air to the cables under.
., .thebench'whichcould prevent burning. Also, cabinets with .

:-closed doors and'.ventilation grills or no ventilation grills
can have. a fire that will develop quickly up to a point.' then
the fire will become oxygen controlled and will no longer
grow as in' PCT #.I.' The door soffit is important because the
temperature in the top part of the cabinet, the hot smoke '

layer that develops 'in the cabinet,.appears '.to be dependent
n the size of the door soffit. The vertical cabinets had' a

very small soffit; therefore, only a small smoke layer formed

* - . . !;J!
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in the cabinet. In the benchboard cabinet, the soffit was
fairly substantial and a deep hot smoke layer formed in the
cabinet which provides radiative feedback to the in situ
-fuelin the cabinet. thereby possibly' increasing the rate of-'
d-evelopment: although the smoke layer also can slow the
development rate (PCT *5) by reducing the oxygen content in
the upper part of the cabinet. However, the fire growth-
rates for PCT #2 (vertical cabinet) and PCT 15 (benchboard
cabinet) 'do not bear this out as they are essentially the

-same. This could be because the vertical cabinet was 25 per-
cent smaller- than the benchboard cabinets thus providing
additional radiative-feedback and higher temperatures in the
vertical cabinet.

.aThe development rate of the fire is dependent on so many of ''1l
the variables- investigated that it *is impossible to select
-one or two factors as''critical to the rate of development.-
The tests-have demonstrated, however, that given.a-sufficient

.-ignition source and a "critical" cable amount and configura-'
-~- tion. that a fire can. rapidly propagate throughout either a E

vertical or benchboard style- cabinet. Specifically, the- '
tests conducted in this program have shown that-.-a fire.-
ignited with either. source, in either style. of'cabinet, and
with unqualified cable, can result in a rapidly developing'
and large fire. While fires with qualified cable can de-
velop rapidly up to a point (PCT #6). they will not grow as
rapidly nor as large as fires with unqualified' cable.
Another conclusion that.can be made about the growth of the
fire is: that closed cabinet doors can prevent the fire (up 'N- aflt

to a point) from growing too large. However, this does4 result in higher temperatures within the. closed cabinet,
which may.--result in .'I"flashing" should the cabinet doors be
opened. ..

A few of the regulations' specified in IEEE-3'84 can have' an
effect-on minimizing the development rate of the' fire (e.g.
'barriers -between cabinets, "canning components," and tying
cable bu'ndles at'specific intervals),. while other regulations
specified (e.g.. 6-inch air space) do little to impede' or
slo:w the development rate .of the fire. -- -G

'A4.i.2 . Fire.Spread (Outside the Burning Cabinet) .' . '

The potential for the- fire to spread within the burning
.s- 'cabinet is dependent on the growth rate of the fire and the

Z :--: variables 'discussed. in the previous section. However, the
potential for the fire to spread outside the burning cabinet
is dependent on other vatiables.as well as.the fire growth
rate.-and 'the variables discussed above..

Fire spread to an adjacent cabinet is very dependent on.the
location of. the adjacent cabinet and on 'the barrier(s)
between' the cabinets. All the tests in this series were
condu'cted'with double walls (a wall for each cabinet) and an

*4l' ~~68- . 2
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'- air gap (-2.54 cm [1 inch]) between the cabinets. Actual
nuclear -power plant applications. where there are no walls -
(barriers) between cabinets, partial walls, or single walls .i

:,,: ;as well as double walls,.could result in very different situ-
ations. Also, the location of the adjacent cabinet (e.g. on
the side or behind the burning cabinet) could also affect
the potential for the adjacent cabinet in situ fuels to be,
ignited because of its proximity and the way it receives L
heat.

The tests -in this series, with double walls. 'showed that the
ai-r temperature inside the adjacent-cabinets, even in the

..-largest fires (PCT *2 and #5),, never got'high enough to auto-
ignite cables or components, although the adjacent cabinet

. : 'wall did get hot-enough to melt some cables. An analycis of
the situation demonstrated that if the cabinets had shared a
common wall (in the larger test fires), that the adjacent
cabinet wall temoeratures could have been high enough (0OO6C)
to. cause autoignition of cables on the walls even though the.--.- -,
air temperature. in the adjacent cabinet would not have been
very high.rIt should be.noted that even if the cabinet; wall
was high enough to result in autoignition. in situ fuel would....

**..'. :have to be located on the wall. to spread the fire from the -. -.
'burning cabinet to an adjacent cabinet. In addition, tests
conducted 'with partial barriers in the cabinet showed that
the barriers do little to prevent the spread of the fire
(with unqualified cable).. . frj

-However, one of the regulations specified in IEEE-384 will. -
aid in preventing' the fire from spreading -from cabinet to.
cabinet by autoignition of materials on the cabinet wall.
The regulation specifies that terminal blocks and wire waysr ...
.are .to-be mounted at 2.54 cm 4:1 inch) from a barrier..

The likelihood for one of the cabinet fires tested to spread :
i outside -the cabinet ''to -somewhere in the upper part of the
room'(e.g.'. a cable tray) is small. In none' of the cabinet-

-fire tests that were conducted was there any burning outside
the cabinet more than half a meter (PCT #5) It-should be
noted that'-all.the cabinets tested had solid metal tops with '
no--penetrations. Cabinets with open tops or large perietra-
tions could result in propagation above the -cabinet, particu-
larly'for unqualified cables. Furthermore, the temperatures .
in the upper part of the enclosure -were never higher than
235eC and that was in one of the largest fires (PCT #5).' A
similar fire in actual power plant rooms containing similar
cabinets .'would probably be even less likely to. propagate
because- of the larger room size. Therefore, in these tests '
there is no possibility for any materials in the "hot layer'
to autoignite.. Also, the-enclosure in which these tests were

m-A-_ conducted is smaller than most nuclear power plant rooms and -.

e < tihe- temperature.:.in'these tests was never even close to-flash-
-over temperature (600C).:
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Consequently, although there is a. potential for one of the
larger fires to spread from cabinet. to cabinet given a

_,.-"critical"' configuration. for the configuration and condi .g iitLo
-1: tions tested, it was not a problem. Furthermore, for fires

' : of the size tested, there is little possibility of the fire.
i , 7spreading-to the room. .

.4.3 Development of the Enclosure Environment -'

'.TheI-e~fects. of. the fire 'n the enclosure environment that:
:-were.considered in this test program were the thermal effects I1. "l
and the smoke effects. The thermal environment was moni-
tored, while the smoke environment was only. visually observed.
(an attempt was made to measure smoke density with a smoke-

., : _turbidimeter. but was unsuccessful because of the large '
amount of soot). All the- variables that have been previ-;
ously discussed have an effect on how the enclosure environ- - -'

: ment develops. :In. addition,. the enclosure size, geometry.
and ventilation rate are factors in-- the- development of the
enclosure environment.- However, none of the three:factors
just mentioned.were varied in this series of tests although -

they were -varied in. the subsequent test series (Room Effects
Tests).(141

For: the -variables and configurations that were investigated
in this test series, the; cabinet fires never resulted in' a
t..thermal environment that was a potential hazard for autoigni-

a-tion of materials in the: enclosure. In many of the tests.
: -i-ables and components. were located- throughout the enclo-

g :sure;di5 Only in the case where a component was hung in :.
-the-hot 'combustion gases above the cabinets or exiting. the

i-,-.enclosure did a' component become damaged (from melting). -
Although. as. previously mentioned in PCT #5 (unqualified
cable), some of the cables outside.the burning cabinet, did i
show signs of melting' (with no shorting of conductors).. -

Moreover. the two tests (PCT #2 and #5) that-resulted in
large fires, -the high temperatures only stayed above 2000C
for a: few minutes. As noted before, the test enclosure was .
s-maller.than-most roomso concern in nuclear power plants.
Furthermore, 'the ventilation rate in -these'tests was approxi'-
mately Is room changes; per hour (rm ch/hr), which is higher
than would be found in most nuclear power plants. rt-appear.

AIt - that higher ventilation- rate would tend to push theI¶I> smoke.and heat out of the test enclosure. .

The -'smoke'' environment - in. the ,enc-losure was'; only visually - -

monitored in- the tests; however, it war-5obvious, in all, the
tests with-unqualified and qualified cable, 'that the enclo-'-
sure became filled. with: smoke within 8 to 15 minutes after
igiition of. the cabinet fire. It should also -be-noted that
because of the high ventilation rate in the enclosure, the
.smoke was. pushed out relatively quickly. Yet, the smoke . j
still filled -the enclosure. Although there. is no quantit a-
tive 'data on the density and development of the smoke layer

- - i-- 7
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(there is in the subsequent test series [14]). it is obvious
that. smoke can quickly obscure the location.of the cabinets'
and the fire, making any operation very difficult.. In.X
addition, in one of the tests, sufficient smoke accumulated y-
,n in the enclosure to cause one of the components 'in the

-enclosure to fail at a result of a large deposition of soot
on the.component.1''

.- . Consequently, even i'n the relatively small test enclosure,. :
* the thermal environment' in the enclosure from the resulting

fires-is not a 'concern and is not a threat to other equip-
ent. -ltshould be noted. this statement is only about the -
fires tested. However.. the smoke environment in--t-he. enclo-
sure can become very tevere within minutes. resulting in A
,problems with fire fighting and with operator response.
These tests also demonstrate that even ventilation rates .

: ~~~above -smoke-purge rate'(typically about lo rmch/hr). were not .:. ....................................... ' X-

sufficient- ..to 'prevent-smoke accumulation.in the enclosure.

4.4 Equipment Damage '

Many components and cables were located in adjacent cabinets
and in the enclosure to. investigate the potential for damage,
The results of the component damage investigation were N.
reported by Jacobus [15] and therefore will not be discussed
here. The-- cables that: were placed on top of and inside of

* adjaceftt cabinets were inspected after the tests and in only
one of the cases was, the cable found-to be melted (PCT #5).

>, However, the Icatle 3acket~was only slightly. melted and .-the :
the conductors were not shorted together. Therefore. in none
:of the tests'would there have been electrical shorting of. a-
cable outside--the burning cabinet. - ' :

4;s z -- - *,,- ;d n
,5. -CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -. .-

*~~~~~~~~~ - - :. s :4js

As a result-.of .the ithe three series of tests conducted as ,-s -'

part -of this test program.. a number - of conclusions can be -X

ma de. -- The'conclusions that are.presented are related too the>
-areas- of concern that 'were---raised at the beginning of" the -

test: program. -Those concerns were about the development .
rate of the--fire, the development of the room envirortment.
and -the potential for the fire to spread outside the burning
cabinet. .

The conclusions are as follows: - _"

1. Cabinet fires can be ignited and propagate in either.-
unqualified or qualified- cable with either of the two
-gnition sources tested (transient and. ..electrical)..,
However,. the qualified cable is much' more, difficult

; to ignite and--propagate.'

2. It is possible to have a rapidly developing cabinet -.

fire with either type of cable as the in situ fuel

*;-.- 71 - j. 1
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and in either style, vertical or benchboard. of cabi-
net. Although, fires with qualified cable do .'not -- -
become very large. -

3. -Ignition, development rate, and spread of a cabinet
"-fire are dependent on "critical" (i.e., just the

~Jo'.7I- right combination of variables) ignition sources.
in situ fuel type. geometries,. and amounts, and on ..

* cabinet style and ventilation. These "critical.-
- values are interdependent on many variables' and

therefore no "critical" values can be identified
'based on these tests. However, it was found that.
with unqualified cable, the range of values-causing
ignition and fire spread was much- wider 'than with'. -
q* qualified cable. '

'For the enclosure conditions tested (i.e., enclosure
size and ventilation rates), the thermal environment

Q i iin the enclosure produced by the fires was not severe:
A . enough to cause autoignition of materials, but the

thermal environment may be severe enough to cause
equipment damage. Furthermore, it appears from these 44

-- tests that a fire will not spread from the burning'
cabinet to adjacent cabinets. -However, under differ-.
ent conditions (e.g., single wall, larger fires) a.
cabinet fire could cause autoignition' in an adjacent"

- cabinet and, continue to. propagate.. 'A double wall
:-:-=--barrier 'between cabinets appears to play a crucial -. -

role- in preventing cabinet-to-cabinet fire spread '
during thea'rger cabinet fires.'

- .- - - -.. - i 44 : : tt \

: .5.. For' the enclosure conditions tested, dense smoke
accumulation in the room became a problem within min-
utes after ignition, for all fuel types and cabinet .'. '

f'',: , . :- ' configurations. .. ; . ti

OW ''Essentially, the conclusion of ~the cabinet 'fire tests is -X
that a'- cabinet fire can propagate 'within a. single cabinet.
however, for the conditions tested, it does not appear that
-the fire poses 'a threat outside the burningcabinet, except
for--the resulting smoke ' Although this test:.effort involved

a- :-; ... realistic ranges of parameters, it must be recognized that. .4

ine. and fuel configurations may-result in somewhat
3 fi t -different findings.: In. addition, because of the influence

of operation response and overall safety system. performance,.
oclusions regarding a t fires' causing difficulty -in -

C A the abi i'y-* of the 'plant to shut down cannot: be made solely.
from the fire test data-presented in this repo'rt. and alli

-It.should be noted that in many of the. Scopinq Tests and..all.''.
of the Preliminary Cabinet Tests 'the in situ fuel loadings
.(based on loading per square. meter- of cabinet floor area),._-,

a;>'- . were higher than.that obtained in the background study; This - .
was-because6fuel leadings in cabinets based on th- background

.72- '
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.,study, when loaded in the cabinet appeared light (e.g., not a
. lot of cables in the cabinet).

Based on the findings of the Cabinet Fire Test Program itVis'-
recommended that the effectiveness of the following should
be investigated:..

1. Detection systems in cabinets:

2. Automatic gaseous suppression systeme both inside and
. outside cabinets;

3. Manual suppressiono'f cabinet fires;

4.7-Smoke control and purge systems: .

5. Potential for fire spread in nondivided cabinets; and

r . w s .6

-:!5 .. ; -

.. ' e _

Independence of. remote shutdown capability.
I . a

. i
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A.1 FISL1 1.t

"-The Sandia Burn Facility, located at Sandia National Labora-, r -

tories. Albuquerque.; NM has been used for a number of test i
- programs associated with the Fire Protection Research Pro- ,

gram. -This.-was the facility to be used for the Preliminary
Cabinet Tests. In Figures A-1 and A-2 schematic views and
pictures of the test enclosure are presented. T'he' Facility
itself is an earth-covered bunker: 15.24 m (50 ft) long.
7.32 m (24: ft) wide, and 5.49 m. (18 ft) high in the center I

S :.-'~- This bunker. has been partitioned, into two enclosuresec..-:'.'
- 7,i6 m(25'ft) long. The outer enclosure is-.-used to house ':,-
ariou's' instrumentation and- data conditioning equipment.

The burn enclosure has a'floor area of 55.74 m2 (600 ft2) and : . X
volume of 272 m3 (9,624 ft3). The burn enclosure has -a sys-
tem of ducts which provide inlet ventilation air through sev-
eral vents located around the perimeter of the chambers A
.;. ventilation air is- forced from the' outer -chamber (whi'h i X
vented to the external: environment) and into the. burn cham-
ber. The' inlet ventilation rate for these tests was approxi-,.'.
-mately 70.79 m3/min (2.500 ft3/ini)or. the equivalent of 15
room air changes per-hour. The burn chamber. operates. under a. :
slight positive pressure during tests. X Combustion products''
and through-flow. air- are vented out from the burn chamber
through an opening in, the top center of the burn chamber.
.This opening is connected to a 0.46-m (18-inch) diameter hor-
izontal stack which houses instrumentation for analysis of.
the exhaust gases.:' Six windows with lights provide lighting.< .

-,and there is'a port. for a video recorder.'

A.2 Instrumentation . ;

A wide variety of instrumentation was used for measuring''.
temperatures, heat fluxes, pressure losses, gas analysis,
and heat release rates. The instrumentation is monitored by.'.
an .HP3497A data acquisition unit and an HP216 computer
system capable of handling up to 100 channels. Typically 4
during these tests data: was taken; at 20 second intervals.. ..' *':'

-The following instrumentation was employed--in the testing. '..l
; . . of . ;, O .- p .- .>,.

Heat release rates (HRR) there measured indirectly through...--1--A.
-use:-of oxygen consumption calorimetry.' This system for mear',,.;
suring oxygen,. temperature, and velocity of. the effluents
was incorporated into the exhaust duct of the facility 'The' :
concentration of dicygeif. in, the exhaust. gas was monitored
through 'a Beckman model 755 paramagnetic gasanalyzer en .
.tilation flow rates were monitored through the'use of pres
sure probes in both the inlet..and outlet flow streams.. These
pressure..r.eadings were' converted to velocities through the
Be.rnoulli equation .for fluid flow, and in turn to volume f low
rates' through the cross sectional area. (Traverses of both

A.'
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'-.-zthe-'"inlet and exhaust _ducts were conducted to ensure that,
. s--velocityreadings were representative of average values.).

Enclosure gas temperature measurements were made with a se .
h' E .. ies of 20 sheathed thermocouples. Type K, 0.05,cm (0.02 in).

located in the upper part of the enclosure at 3.35 m (11 ft)
* and 4.57 m (15 ft) as shown in Figure A-i. These measure--; -iz
; ments were used to characterize the development of the IF
enclosure environment.: .

The concentrations of carton monoxide (CO). carbon dioxide
(C02), hydrocarbons (HC).. and oxygen (02). were-continuously
monitored in the exit duct by gas analyzers... All the analy-
zers were supplied by Beckman Instrumentation Co. The. CO ..-.-

and C02. analyzers were 'nondispersive infrared analyzers . l.'

model 865; while the hydrocarbon . analyzer was a model '400 - z;]
flame.-ionization detector, and the 02 analyzer was a para-

.. magnetic-analyzer. , . , . :'.

ii ' -,: - .~.~. ,: ' . .' '* ,

Surface temperatures were measured wifth. thermocouples placed
on. the cabinets. (fac-es, sides, backs). in addition, the .air"-
temperatures. in .the burning cabinet and adjacent cabinets
were monitored. All thermocouples used for. surface and air

';4-*<* temperatures- were Type K, 0.05 cm (0.02 in) sheathed type..
t ,The locations of the 60 thermocouples.on and in the cabinets

varied depending on the test being performed. - -.. ,,.

,,Heat.flux measurements, both convective and radiative. were :'

"miade- using Hy-Cal, water cool'ed calorimeters capable of
X.measuring 340.67 kJ/m 2 .sec s(30Btu/ft2.sec) placed at 0.61 m -

GtA :(2 ft) and 3.05 m (10 ft) from the burning cabinet. In
.- .. ',addition. calorimeterswere located in the burning. cabinet.

Fluxes of particular concern are those froM the fire to the 'J
:-adjacent. and separated. cabinets, and the flux from the hot
layer to the cabinets.

-. , * :.- Small components and other combustible materials (i.e., other'
cables) were placed.at different locations in the-test enclo
sure for' qualitative assessment. of damageability. of. those.,.-.
components or sources.'. These items were also instrumented
-,- or- -surface- temperature measurement. and some were powered
and monitor'ed- for functionality. . ' '

-t.V -Source cabinet mass loss rates -wer.e monitored for. all cabi. '.
nets with an in situ fuel loading. Cabinet weights were-on
the order of 681..82 kg, (1500.lbs). ,Total mass loss of
1approximately.45.45 kg (100 lbs) was expected. Note that the
three--cabinets in each test were required to be independent -'

: for~weighing. Interface' and Celesco "load cells were used for
this purpose and were attached to the bottom of the cabinet.

Static pressure measurements were made in the lower part of '*:.
i -_the test enclosure. The pressure measurement waslocated in - -

. ... .. ~

pressue measreme. -lcae



3S.-a :astagnant region of the enclosure. Smoke density .measure- : S
.merts were made in the exit duct in some of the cabinet fire
tests using a smoke turbidimeter. However, due toi the
design -of the. turbidimeter and the pathmo legngth m. a-ure.
measurements *eee *cUired.
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1 Pp.s. j7

The' purpose of the: scopinin Tests (STi) was to evaluate i the by t*

-ability of the selected ignition source fuels to ignite and
propagate a fire in a cable bundle in a cabinet. In addi-

;t-7k..'_.:tion, these tests were to aid in sele'ting credible in situ . i!
fuel amounts and configurations. Since these are 'scoping lF
t:ests " they were performed with a minimal amount of' equip- .

.l Jnent and instrumentation for quick test turnaround time.

c, .. The Scoping Tests were not pass/fail type tests because it
'!;,-.'was not necessarily a failure or a _pass when the fignition: .i 'g

source did not ignite the cables. The criteria for evalu-
atiag the tests :varied from test to test depending on what
new requirements were set. Basically, the tests-were evalu-, :

within the cabinet.

Al the Scoping Tests were.conducted with the transient igni
tion source fuel. packet. which was selected in the Screening.

j Tests.(described in-a separate test report t1)- No Scopingests wre- conducted with the electrical1 ignition source'
a-pparatut-a's it was unavailable at that time'.

This appendix focuses primarily on the resultsof ST *6 : "

through 11. 'as the results of ST *1 through 5 were reported
on at an earlier 'datedi]

P...1- B.2 Test Setup .

-The test arrangement for ST #6 through 11 ificluded the tran-
sient ignition source fuel packet, a nuclear'power plant' cab-
m.inet 0.91 x- 1 -22 X.2.'29 m (3 x--4 x 7 ft). a pilot relighter.

: f (cables).anda.A'propane' pilot light, along with the cabinet in situ
g~r ..-:ijuels' (cables). . '-' ' - . '.- hd.'

For ST #B, #10, and #11. the in situ fuel loads and con-
* figurations were based on surveys and pictures in an attempt

to make. them as representative of actual installations as ,.:'
possible..-. In ST 4*6, #7. and #9 smaller fuel loads were
tested. First. the in situ fuel arrangement -was placed in
the cabinet in the desired configuration. Next. the cabinet -.

and in situ fuel; were instrumented (with-thermocouples) and
-the transient ignition source was placed in the bottom right.- .- ' ]:
hand' side'ofithe cabinet. Finally. the test was started when.
the ignition source fuel was ignited by the pilot relighter

.-.:,-:- and P~ropane pilot tight, - . '.,.'
.. 'I ' ..',4el

The cabinet for these tests was located in the center of' the
eX<4 - .Sandia Fire .'est.Facility...)tn addition to the thermocouples , [-

located in., the cabinet, there were thermocouples in the X

... .;._. .I+>; 'gQ' -84- f -kA



enclosure to monitor the enclosure environment. Also, calo-
* rimeters and pressure transducers were used to monitor heat
fluxes and the pressure in the enclosure. A system of velo-
city probes, thermocouples, and gas. analysis for indirectly '
measuring the heat release rate (HRR) was also employed.

The cables- used as in situ fuel in these tests were an
IEEE-383 qualified cable and an-unqualified cable. The
-qualified cable was a 600 V. three-cbnductor, No. .12 AWG.

t cross-linked polyethylene (XPE) insulation with a 'cross.
linked polyethylene jacket rated at. '600 V. The unqualified.,,
..cable was a 600 V. three-conductor, No. 12 AWG, polyethylene/
polyvinylchloride (PE/PVC) with a polyvinylchloride (PVC).-
jacket rated at 600 V. The larger cable bundles in- the...

*.cabinet were made up of' smaller "standard cable bundles. ". B.r..:>
7The "standard cable bundies" were designated aas #ls or. *2s; a.::-=;, <o
:the #ls were. made. up of 12 single conductors (with insula-
-tion) stripped out. of the cable jacket, each piece 2.13 m

* -(7 ft)- long, while the! #Zs consisted of 3 cables (the
" *:.-'3-conductor cables) of wire tied together.

. t.- -*i -. i4
5s -"1 .B.3 Discussion of Results ' I . .

Table B-i.- a matrix of the eleven Cabinet Scoping Tests

'shows the--parameters investigated and a brief summary of the-
results. The eleven tests can be broken do-wn into three cat-
egories: (a) Scoping Tests #1 through 5 were.performed to
investigate the ability of the ignition source to ignite a..
cabl.e-bundle and the. effects of location/arrangement of the
'in situ fuels.-. (These results are only shown in Table 1 for
completeness and will 'not be discussed here..) (b) Scoping

..--Tests . 6 through 9'were) cabinet fire propagation tests on
qualified cable, and (c)'Scoping Tests'#10 and'#1l investi- J

*.. -gaced the in situ fuel amounts and configurations to be used
with unqualified cable .. . '

.:Scoping Test *6. was-conducted to determine if a fire ignited --

in. the corner cable bundle would propagate to- other cable
...bundles in the cabinet.. Figure B-1 shows; "before," "'dur-

ingll' -and "after" pictures of ST #6. The; in situ fuel in -
-A the cabinet is.the-qualified cable, with a. total fuel load .

*.of - 348,520 kJ (330,350. Btus). This is. approximately
312,628 kJ/m2  (27,530 gtu/ft2 ). The fuel load in the
-cabinet-is. based on-a survey of four different sources shown
-in.,.-Figure 1 'of.' this teport. The loading': in the cabinet

thisappeared to .be -light':(i.e. compared tol photographs ofa de of .
Mactu:al cabinet-fuel loads., this test cabinet'. does not appear :... l
i .'t'be.,.heavily ':loaded).- The test was run. with no doors on

4the :cabinet' in order to ensure adequate ventilation. The,
-fire was ignited' using the transient ignition source. Only
the cable bundle directly above the' ignition sourcb' (the
main bundle) burned completely. The bundle to the left of

g- ---- ;~ 8 ' -

! .,- .. ' o -
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Mati,~of c~p~ing Tests

* . dIntense
Amount/1of Cabnet Br

Cable In 'Situ.Fuelsb Ventilation Peak HRR Duration;, Test:aTes Type iK)Method KW m)Resl

:ST1 Q P1.0 o doors, 24. 1 15 Bundle did not
........ . .. ..... ... ..b u r n

ST Q 1.17.000 No'-doors 27 17 No vroDacration

ST3 Q117.,000

5,-T4 -- 117.000

No doors

No doors

77 1 / Entire bundle
i consumed

I-1
- : w-j�-82 - 17-- . Almost entire

~. .. -- ._ bundle consumed

I 5UQ

ST6. Q.

117.000. No doors 132

8 Z:

1.7 Entire bundle
consumed

348 .500 No doors

.4 ST7 - 348 500 Doors closed

-ST8 582.875 Doors closed,

ST9 barriers Q 234,990 Doors open

STIJ. ;UQ 611.530 I Door open

95.

9 3

74

.506

.25

25

.30.

20

30

20

No propagation

No propagation

No propagation

No ptopagation

P~ropagated
All. burned

Propagated
All burned

-astandard- ignition source' was' 1 qt Acetone. 2. 5 gallon polyethlyene bucket, and-16 oz. box
of.' kimwipes' - scopinq -Tests 1 and- 2 dif fered sl ightly. in that. only 1, pint. acetone was used.

b~cuds ignition source.
CAll, tests'performed in. 0.91 Mx 1'I.22 mx 2.29. m (3 x. 4 x 7.5,ft).cabinet.
.d1h, tests wvith- closedy'doors, -ventilation is provided thrquh ventilationg r ills. va .

r o.
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iN i

the main bundles was damaged but not severely burned: how-
ever, the cover to the. plastic wireway deformed and fell .

into the fire. There was no horizontal propagation of the=-
fire in any cable bundles. soot was deposited on the cables .tv
in the top left-hand side of the cabinet; yet, they were not
damaged.. The Heat Release Rate (HRR) produced by this fire. '
is. shown--in Figure E-2.

In ST *7 the in situ fuel cable. configuration, and fuel load
:amount were exactly the same as in ST 46. The only differ-
ence in this test was that doors were put on'.the cabinet.
.The doors each had two ventilation grills, one near the top
of the door and the other near the bottom. The reason for . .1

putting the doors on and closing them during the test is -,'
that it was assumed that the closed -doors would produce

' higher- temperatures in the cabinet which.might contribute-to-,-!,.*i,

'bundle: above the - ignition source was completely consumed. 1
n .Figure. B-3, two "before" pictures and one "after" picture

_ ;of ST #7 are shown.- The cover of the plastic wireuray to- the'
left of the main bundle. fell into the fire. There was. how-
-ever, a higher. level of soot deposition (as comrpared to _

ST# 6) on the cabinet walls and cables in the top of- the
7r' cabinets. Also, the cables in the top of the cabinets_-,..-,,
;-'-- showed slight degradation and discoloration; yet. no cables -

f -but the main bundle burned. There 'was no horizontal propa- , ..'{
gation of the fire.: The HRR plot of this test is shown in :;i
Figure B-4. . : . -' '

Because the.-fuel loading appeared light (2]. (e.g., not many.-
cables the cabinet) in the two -previous tests, the fuel

-' loading. was- increased -in ST #8. The in-situ fuel was:
. qualified cable,. with a total fuel load of 582,875 kJ -' .L

: ':- (552.450 Btus). This is approximately 522,827 kJ/m2

!(46,040 Btu/ft2). -The' fuel loading and cable configura-'.
.'-"I.tion in' this test were based on pictures of acltual NPP --

coitroL room cabinets. This test was run with the cabinet -
doors closed as in ST. #7. The "during" picture. shown in . -

Figure-B-5, shows the highest smoke output, rate during the - t
test..: The smoke--level, in. the cabinet :never descended -

-further- than 1.22 A' (4 ft) below the cabinet ceiling. The 4
room did not fill with smoke. As in 'all other- tests, the -

. . main cable bundle directly above the ignition source burned.-
*;In addition,-the cable bundle and the plastic wireway' to the ,'::-

;-`.,the cabinet burned.:-. There was significant heat aned smoke
__damage-.to the cables.in .the top of the cabinet and to those

,,.- bn-:the left-hand side cabinet. It was assumed that
. - the higher fuel loading' with the closed cabinet doors might'

enhance the potential for the fire to propagate:---however,. E
" this was not observed. The HRR for ST #8 is shown in Fig- .

ure B-6.
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- Since it did not appear that. the fire would propagate in the.
c configurations tested. Scoping Test #9 was conducted to in-

4.vestigate if internal horizontal barriers (e.g.. strip chart-
. '.recorders. mounting plates. etc..) would enhance the potential,

for the cabinet fire to. propagate. The in situ fuel was
the-qualified cable with a fuel loading of 234.990 UJ

rz"-:(222,740 Btu). which is approximately .210.766 XJ/m .'. ;,J.
(18.560 Btu/ft2). The fuel load ir higher because the.'

e'!-: only purpose of this test was tc determine if the horn-
zontal barrier would propagate the fire from the right-hand - i,;
;--'4-'- Aside of the cabinet- to the left-hand -siee.1.In Figure B-7 a..'-
"before." 6during." and "after" picture of.ST #9.are shown.
The main bundle directly above the ignition source was '
burned:. also, the cables; below the partition, in the right-...
ha .- hand dside of the- cabinet were burned. *However, no other
cables in the cabinet were burned. There was thermal damage-.
(i.e. melting) to-the cables below the center and left-hand ..'.

:,-.R..:-. si'de partitions Again,-'the fire did not propagate hori.zon- ';-o'i:}.0
tally even with' the partitions. The HRR for this 'test is iI

.- 'shown in Figure B-8., ,.

- Figure B-9- shows "before." "during." and "after" pictures of,
--ST *10.. The in situ fuel was unqualified cable (PE/PVCJI with .

a total fuel load of 611.530' kJ (579.650 Btus). This 1s ap- ,.,j, 1

proximately 548.491 (48,300 B3tu/ft 2). The fuel loading and ..

cable configuration was as much like that used in Sm #8 .as
possible. The purpose of this test was to investigate the,
differences in burning between qualified and unqualified
'cable with "all other parameters remaining the same. The
test was 'run with doors on and closed as in ST 8. During '
the fire, the smoke level! in the cabinet appeared to descend

-a - '-' .to floor level because smoke was exiting the bottom vents of
z t-. he. cabinet.. Then the. room began to fill with smoke and

- -o'.. bscured the view .of- the: cabinet. The fire in the cabinet
i FI, appeared to die down, then began burning intensely again...

from. the ventilation grills of the cabinet. and between the'-:. --
cabinet doors. All the cables in the cabinet were com- ..-

pletely consumed' The residuevisiblein the cabinet,iM
ure B-9, is all charred matter. - In addition. the cabinet-.
was badly damage.d with..warped doors and extensive corrosion .
of.-the. cabinet. The resulting HRR from this fire is. shown'
in Figure B-10. . . .-:

The arrangement used in ST *e11 is the same as that used in .

ST *10. The only difference being that the cabinet doors''
remained open during. this test. Before and after pictures \'
of this test are shown in Figure B-1l. The purpose of this '-
test was--to.evaluate what: effect the cabinet ventilation had

.on. the fire ;-development. Again,_ the smoke level quickly
' descended' to the floor. obscuring Tho <cabinets in the en--
closure. The HRR, shown-in 'Figure B-n12 ",shows that the.fire
burned much quicker than ST 1*10.' and it appears that in this

. . ....... . .
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test there was no restriction of oxygen to the fire as
occurred. in ST *10.. All the cables in the cabinet were It
completely consumed. - I ,,Q

As, a result of the Scoping Tests.' the following conclusions J 7
"were: made:'

a. There i a' critical amount of "ignition source fuel" L4 4
t . .qualhaie is necessary to ignite a cable bundle. particu I

k t<,' ; ~larly qualified 'cable_.'. .
b. Qualified cable fires in vertical.cabinets wili not

spread. - -- I I-
-- c'. Unqualified cable 'in vertical cabiets- will :easily

ignite -(with the- selected -ignition source) and
propagate a fire'.

- Burning 'rate! ,(HkR) is affected' byithe ventilation
.- method (i.e. closed ;or open .cabinet door) in tests

using unqualified cable. .,

|:- .. e. Smoke obscuratioh in the test enclosure occurs withinIj1-ive minutes in unqualified cable cabinet fires.,

f. In situ fuel amounts when loa-ded in ncabinets, based 4
on survey information ..appear light. . - -. .

' g.: Oxygen deprivationappears to ..control burning'in '.. '''),
fires with;closed cabinet doors .

-i4- ---

-,: , * ,, , . . .. . t

4v

_..: 
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ABSTRACT - -

This report presents the findings of the second part of a two-part series
of full-scale electrical cabinet fire tests conducted by Sandia National
Laboratories for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The first part
of this-test series Investigated the effects of various cabinet parameters
on a cabinet fire. The second part of the test series, described here,
investigated the effects of such a fire on a large (18.3x12.2x6.J-m or

_ 60x40x20-ft) enclosure.

Five tests involving a fire in a control cabinet were conducted under Part
2 of the test series. These tests investigated the effects of fuel type,
cabinet configuration, and enclosure ventilation rate on the development

by of the enclosure environment. Although fires as large as 1300 kW
resulted, enclosure peak temperatures (outside the fire plume itself) were-
typically less than 1500C. with significant vertical thermal
stratification observed. The most significant impact on the! test
enclosure environment was that dense smoke, in all cases, resulted in
total obscuration of the enclosure within 6-15 min of fire ignition.
Enclosure ventilation rates as high as 8 room air changes per hour were
found to be ineffective in purging the smoke from this large enclosure.

" . Similar obscuration problems had also been observed in the Part 1 tests,
which utilized a smaller enclosure with ventilation rates as high as 15
room air changes per hour.
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I * EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As part of-the U.S. NRC-sponsored Fire Protection Research Program, a two-F -;
part series of full-scale electrical control cabinet fire tests was:
.conducted by Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque. The first part of
this test series, referred to as the Cabinet Effects Tests,-i nvestigated.
the effects of various cabinet parameters on fire development. The second-..
part of the test series, the primary subject of this report, is referred L..

to as the Room Effects Tests. These tests investigated the effects of a
cabinet fire on a very large (on the order of actual control room size) -

.'.enclosure.

The cabinet fire testing was prompted by concerns on-the part of the NRC
staff offer the potential effects of a cabinet fire on the ability of a
plant to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown state. Electrical control
cabinets, particularly control. room cabinets, often represent a single-

, i,' ' point vulnerability of multiple safety systems or components. . Thus-..
compromising a-single control cabinet by fire could potentially result in '
loss and/or--spurious operation of multiple safety system components. -

-Historically a number of fires have occurred in electrical cabinets (see'.. w.. .
Reference 1). While none of these.incidehntst.as involved a control room'
cabinet or- resulted in critical degradation' of safety features, this
historical evidence illustrates the potential for cabinet fires to occur..

In total, the.'two-part.series of cabinet fire tests addressed four aspects.
of electrical cabinet fires:

, The ability of a cabinet fire to ignite and spread '

-The rate of development of a.cabinet fire

* The effects of. cabinet fire on the room environment .

* The potential for propagating fire and/or fire damage beyond the :.

cabinet of origin'.

In addressing the final aspect, propagation of fire and fire damage beyond
the cabinet -of' fire origin, only a -limited investigation was performed.
With respect to propagation of fire, only the potential for spontaneously
igniting an adjacent cabinet separated by a solid double-walled barrier'
''' was 1estigated. The potential for spreading fire'through"a single-wall
barrier, or through cables that penetrate the cabinet..surfaces, was 'not . o'
investigated. The results with respect to each of these aspects are ''pe.!

: described below. U --- -:':

As a result of the two-part test series, a number of observations, and
conclusions were documented. With respect 'to. the initiation and
development-of a cabinet fire.

- For cables that do not pass.the-.EEE-383 flame-spread test standard
(unqualified cables), cabinet fires are easily ignited and

.
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propagate readily, generally resu'l t ing in combustion Of.. all
combustible materials within the cabinet. .It was also deiionstrated r

that even a low-intensity (170-W) electrically heated fault point. ;
-- could result in full cabinet fire involvement for unqualified

cables.

.Flor' cables that pass the IEEE-383 'flame'spread testing standard '
(qualified tables), self-sustaining fires -that resulted in- full
involvement of the cabinet were somewhat more difficult to Induce,'
However, given the proper:- circumstances,- such, a fully involved-
cabinet fire is possible, as demonstrated in Test 23.

'4*Peak fire Intensities observed for both qualified and unqualified !;l!
cable cabinet fires were approximately 1300 kW (Test 23, qualified ~X
cable, 1235 kW peak heat release rate; Test 24, unqualifiled cable,.
-1300 kW peak heat release rate). These fires represent very.

* intense- fires, which typically grew to peak intensity within .10 'i

m. --

Because of the rate of development and eventual intensity of the :;t
observed f ires, efforts to suppress these fires with hand-held,'.
extinguishers cannot be expected to be very effective' beyond 1iW
approximately. 5 min after ignitioti. This implies ta early.~
detection and-suppression will be the key to minimizing 'the effects
of a cabinet fire.

*-*'- With respect to the effects of a cabinet fire on the room environment:.

*Peak temperatures at ceiling level (20 ft). directly aboiie.the fire
-- ~---source were observed to reach as. high as; 2621C during a cabinet

fire.' ,

- Thermal' environments In the test enclosure Induced as a result of- a
fire confined to a single'cabinet' were observed to reach no highd -
than 150sC peak temperatures outside the- immediate fire plume.:-
ventilation-i'olated fron the general enclosure by solid or vented
barriers. In such situations temperatures. within thesei areas can" dns

: .be expected to :exceed 15s0C. However,- 'this situation was- not-
directly. investigated.) f

*A significant 'degree of vertical thermal stratification was .
observed-in all tests conducted in the large (60'er 40' x20 ft) test.

1111 L~ - enclosure.

* The peak temperatures observed depend strongly on the fIze of the
enclosure and on the vent rat povded throughout the
course of the fire.- . '..

' No attempts were made under this effort to investigate the effects ' ,
* of securing enclosure ventilation such 'as might be expected as a

response to fire under certain fire isolation strategies. 2.'
',p hee2 -
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,~~~epsto of 2oot_, ,' t*i

* The build-up of smoke in the enclosure and the deposition of soot'X
'particulate were observed to be significant problems in both parts.
of the test series. Typically, within 6-15 m'n smoke had totally
obscured visibility th.roughout the test enclosure. In the smaller
enclosure used in the .Cabinet. Effects tests, ventilation rates of '
15 room air changes per hour were typically used. For the--large- .
test enclosure used in the Room Effects Tests, ventilation rates as
-high as 8 room air changes per hour were used. In each case these
rates -were insufficient to effectively purge smoke from the

---enclosure.. In the case of the Room Effects Tests, times in excess
of one hour after completion of a-test; at high ventilation rates,
were required to purge'smoke from the enclosure. It is anticipated .
that due to. this rapid build-up of a. thick smoke layer, operator
effectiveness would be severely hampered under such conditions. .-r e

With respect to the propagation of fire beyond the cabinet of 'fire origin:
_ * ' -. .:- .-_ ;,

' A solid steel, double-wall barrier was quite effective in reducing
adjacent cabinet temperatures, both surface and air, below typical

-spontaneous -ignition itemperatures for most materials. Thus the -'Mg
spontaneous cabinet-to-cabinet spread of fire through such barrier
configurations is-considered unlikely. This conclusion relates
only to the actual spread of fire between cabinets. . The'
environments observed indicated that other'damaging effects- -smoke
and high temperatures for example, may, threaten electrical ..

is;'E'.> -equipment in adjacent cabinets,-even though. flames may not actual ly -.:- ............................... -4l
propagate. In particular, it is anticipated that integrated

.-circuitry based control components will experience calibration - -
'drifts and/or. failre at the temperatures observed. -

Many -potential fire-spread paths were not investigated. Spread
paths associated with cabinet partitioning barriers, which were not
investigated, include single-wall'barriers and barriers susceptible
to warping that might allow flames to.pass the. barrier. Based on'
the results of these tests, partial or incomplete barriers and.-

.;-I unsealed cable penetrations can be expected -to allow further spread
- - of fire,- given a fully involved cabinet fire. The vulnerability of

cables in raceways above or below a-burping cabinet was also not .
'investigated. -

With respect to fire-induced damage to remote.cables and components: .-

i - . No significant damage was observed for cable bundles located in
- - ' adjacent cabinets :(separated by a double-wall barrier) or in other
'' enclosure locations. -Both visual- and insulation integrity checks

'- .were made' following-relevant te'sts. . - -

- ' Heivy soot deposition throughout the enclosure was observed in'most- -
tests. In some cases this soot-was found to be heavily loaded with
chlorides,[7] adding the potential for highly acidic solutions to-

3-



t',--I: form in the pre sence of moisture '(such as that -resulting

I .

f .. ;.,J

from S-

;* suppression aciivitie) .

Low-voltage equipment present in these environments .w; found
generally to remain functional (in the absence of moisture).[7]

- ' One exception involved a strip chart recorder that Jammed due to
deposition of soot on mechanical parts. ' High-voltage equipment'was
not investigated... Also, the vulnerability of cables in racewaysl
directly above or below a burning cabinet was not investigated.

One additional insight was obtained which was not a part of the original.
objectives of the program. This involved the .effectiveness of' smoki .

i-'' ~detection-for this type of f ire. - iDuri ng the final cabinet test, two smoke:.\ .................................. e.
* detectors were placed in the enclosure and monitored for actuation. One

detectorwis placed within.the source cabinet and one in a remote cabinet.' -7

The detector in the source cabinet detected smoke from the electrical.
-:. ignition apparatus used in this test approtimately 1 min after' visible

smoke first appeared and approximately' 5 min priorito open flame igniticn .
The detector located in a remote cabinet did not activate until 10 min

- after fire ignition, after the fire intensity had peaked. This experience .
illustrates the effectiveness of lin-cabinet detection systems. Area-type
detection systems can be expected to lag in time the response of the in.-.
cabinet detector, though the detector located -In the remote cabinet

. probably would represent the worst possible detector site, given -the
.' .location of the fire. , .'.;

z r~

s I ' ''~'
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1. INTRODUCTIONI -

.. A two-part series. of full-'scale cabinet fire tests was conducted as "part
o'fthe Fire Protection Research Progtam. This program is being conducted

:..i..y..for the" US. -Nuclear Regulatory.. Commission (NRC) by Sandia National
* i.'2 .Laboratories,.Albuquerque (SNLA). -The Cabinet Fire Test Program. was

prompted by the potential threat to the safety of a nuclear power plant
.posed by a cabinet fire in either a control room or a switchgear-type
room. Although there have been no fires in control room cabinets of
operating nuclear power plants, there have been fires in cabinets in other
parts of 'plants, and these cabinet: fires have resulted in significant :~j.. h
damage from heat, smoke, and corrosion.[l] Furtfhermore, based on past.
probabilistic risk analyses, a fire ;in a nuclear power plant' represents I i'':l

..one of the more significant potential threats to the safety of a 'plant,
and,' based on plant operating experience, a typical nuclear power plant 'J
can expect to.have three to four major fires during its lifetime.[l]- In
addition, a recent study has shown that, given the possibility of'multiple'-:
-spurious equipment operations (such as might be induced by a cabinet
fire), remote shutdown may be rendered ineffecti.ve.2] -

Because of the perceived level of risk, the NRC staff expressed a number
of concerns about cabinet fires. These concerns centered on (a) the
-ability...of a cabinet fire to ignite and spread, (b) the rate of -

development of the fire in a cabinet, (c) the resulting room environments
produced by the fire, and (d) the potential for the fire to spread to
other cabinets and to damage equipment and components throughout the room.

-The" first series of NRC-sponsored tests, called the Cabinet Effects Tests
and described in Volume: 1 [3], investigated concerns (a), (b), and (d).
The second series of tests, described in the present volume and called the

*jC.ig.Room Effects Tests, validated the results obtained in the first series and
investigated concern (c). .' ,.

; This report will describe. the general outcome of the Room Effects Tests..
Only sufficient data have been processed and evaluated to, interpret the.
results of these tests andjto permit comparison with'the Cabinet Effects
TTests. - Further analysis of the data that are not used for this reports
such as air velocities or combustion product concentrations, may be
accomplished at a later date. . . -

0.1-
,i - *. - !:

* t -;- ~ 2oin Previous Studies { . .

Previous system studies and testing have shown. that cabinet fires in
nuclear power plants represent a potential threat to the safety and
shutdown capabilities of. a plant. The relevant work performed prior to-
the Cabinet Fire Test Program is discussed in an earlier report associated U
with this effortd3 :

5 _- . ..



Based on the Cabinet Effects Tests, a number 'of conclusions were reached, -
as. follows.

Cabinet fires can be ignited and can propagate in either IILEEE-383-
qualified or -unqualified cable, with either of the !ignition---.
sources tested (transient' and electrical). However, ignition and 1k 21
propagation are less likely to occur in IEEE-383-qualified cable. '1

* A cabinet fire, with either IEEE-383-qualified or -unqualified .

..... : cable as the in situ fuel, in either a vertical or benchboard-style
cabinet, can develop rapidly (in minutes). However, in tests with
.qualified cable, the fires did not become as large as those
involving unqualified cables. (This observation has been modified

E . as a result of the rcom effects tests in that one particular test
using qualified cable resulted in a fire as intense as any observed..,
with unqualified cable).

. Ignition, development rate, and spread of a cabinet fire depend' on
critical combinations of many interdependent variables (ignition t.
source, in situ fuel geometry "and amount, cabinet style,
ventilation, etc.). Hencef the course of any given cabinet. fire is
substantially unpredictable unless,. as is unlikely, 'the values of

: all these variables are known in advance. Even then, it would be
difficult to predict the exact course of the fire.

* For the enclosure conditions tested in the Cabinet Effects Test -
: series (enclosure size and ventilation rate), the thermal

environment produced by the fires in the enclosure was not severe '
enough to cause autoigniticin of ee-mote2materials, but the thermal
environment may have been severe enough to cause equipment-damage. ..
Furthermore, it appears from these tests that 'a cabinet fire will
-not spread from the burning cabinet to adjacent cabinets. However,
under different! conditions (e.g., a single wall, larger fires), a

. cabinet fire could potentially cause autoignition in adjacent
cabinets and continue to propagate. Based on measurements of-;..
barrier surface temperatures, the double-wall barrier between . .
cabinets used in these tests appears to have played a crucial role
i....An preventing cabinet-to-cab.inet fire spread during the larger
';. ' cabinet fires '.e effects of cable penetrations in the cabinet

- surface and the potential for spread of fire through such
penetrations were not investigated.

*.. -' : For the enclosure conditions tested, dense smoke accumulation in i 1
the room became a problem within minutes after ignition, for all

. fuel types and cabinet configurations. ir
Essentially, the general conclusion at the end of the Cabinet. Effects
Tests (Volume I) was that a cabinet fire can propagate within a single

' 1.consisting of a plastic bucket, paper, and 1 qt of acetone --- .

..... . . .6 -
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cabinet; however, for the conditions tested, it does not appear that the'',

fire poses a threat outside 
the burning cabinet (except for the smoke)

,',.>.--;.'Other cabinet and 
fuel configurations may 

result in a completely 
different.

outcome.

Although these conclusions 
'are significant, the tests on which they 

are .

based have not been replicated 
or validated except as 

described hereafter

in the present volume. 
The most significant data 

to be obtained from'the-

Room Effects Tests (Part:!! 
as described in this document) 

are the effects 
.

of smoke on the control-room-size 
enclosure. It is also of interest 

to -

note that.'one particular 
test in this second series 

(designated Test 23)

- resulted in aqialified 
'cable cabinet. fire whose 

intensity'exceeded that

of any fire experienced 
during any prev.ious qualfied cable cabinet'fire

' test. This particular. test provides a graphic. demonstration 
of the

inherent variability, of fires and the potential pitfalls of -

over-generalizing the 
results of a limited series 

of fire tests.
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2 1 Test Facility and Instrumentation

The enclosure used for the- tests 
described here is located at 

the Factory -

a-; X;L=:Mutual-Research Center 
(FMRC) test site in Rhode Island. 

The entire test

enclosure is itself housed within 
an outer building and thus isolated 

from

the external environment. The enclosure, shown in Figure 1, Is 18.3. 
inm

long, 12.2 m wide, and 6.1 m high (60 ft x 40 ft x 20 ft). The interior. -

surfaces of the enclosure's ceiling and walls are lined with 2.5-cm-(1- -'I

in.-) thick Marinite
2 I panels to simulate the-concrete walls 

encountered

in nuclear power plants. The concrete slb that makes 
up-the foundation

of the test building served' as the floor of the enclosure. A forced- --.

'ventilation system with six inlet 'ports and one outlet port provided 'til~2 ?

4 'vtilation-rates of from 1 to 10 room air changes per hour. 
A detailed

description of the test enclosure 
is provided in Reference 4.. 

;i

' 'The control room mockup, presented schematically 
in Figure 2, included six

"real" electrical control cabinets (three benchboard style, one mitered-

corner benchboard style, and two single-bay vertical style). The

remainder of the mockup was 
constructed of Marinite I panels bolted 

to

--_metal framing material., The overall height of the mockup was 2.4 m (8

ft).---Figure 2 gives the actual 
dimensions of each section of 

the control

room mockup.

.. IJ

. . i:j
.., . _4,;

I � . J�
:-, ,:�31'.

:~~ . .4,

The following'instrumentation 
installed in the test enclosure 

enabled the

monitoring of temperature, heat flux, heat release rate, 
mass 'loss, smoke '

density, gas pressure, gas velocity 
and gas concentration: 

.

' 31 aspirated thermocouples 
'

59 bare-bead thermocouples 
-

L .... . 9 small-sphere calorimeters

. 9 large-sphere calorimeters 
' ------- - : -

i 6 smoke turbidimeters (smoke 
density meters) 

- .-

* 9 three-dimensional velocity 
probes' 

-'

9- gas sampling ports (for oxygen, carbon dioxide, and carbon '

monoxide)

A more detailed description of 
the instrumentation and of the 

measurements

taken during the tests is contained in Reference 4. _

2.Marlnte-I is a registered trademark 
of the Johns-Manville Corporation.'
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'2.2 Test Materials and Arrangements - ..

2.2.1 Control Room Mockup lip

-,-.The control room mockup, photographs of which are shown in Figure 3,.was
used to simulate the effects of cabinet arrangement on the development of
a cabinet fire in the control-room-size test enclosure. The mockup did'. :.' '
not represent any particular control room, but its dimensions and

._. arrangement were based on a survey of plant control rooms, and its
configuration is generic.[3,5]

2'.2.2 Cabinets'

-a -All the vertical cabinets used in the control room mockup were surplus
cabinets obtained from a nuclear power plant vendor, while the benchboard
cabinets were constructed specifically for. this test program to
specifications typically used for nuclear power plant .cabinets.[3,5]
Figures 4 through 6 provide dimensional data on the primary cabinets that
were used in the testing. -- '

2.2.3 Ignition Sources

Two; ignition sources were used in the tests, one transient and one
electrical. The transient ignition source was made up of a 9.5-1 (2.5-

<~. gal) polyethylene bucket,; with an open 0.5-kg (16-oz) box of Kimwipes,3
u'i.>a.ad0.946-1 (l .:qt) of acetone placed in.the bucket. One half of the-.-a

acetone was poured into the bottom of the bucket, the bottle and remainder
of the -acetone were placed in the bucket, and the cap was left off the
p.plastic bcttle to simulate the bottle spilling. Also, -15-Kimwipes were
balled up and put in the bottom of the bucket. This ignition source,
shown in Figure 7, was ignited by an electrically ignited gas pilot light,-- :-..
setting fire to one of the Kimwipes hanging out of the bucket.. This: :
ignition source burns at an intensity of o40 kW. (This 'source can be .
compared'to the peak fire intensities of 1300 kW observed during testing..)

more detailed description of this ignition source is provided in
References 3 and 5. :The electrical ignition source consisted of a

* --'"''. terminal strip and 25.'pieces of stripped., (unjacketed) cables,. shown in -,,i
* Figure 8. This source was ignited by providing o165 W of power to the
terminal. strip, resulting in overheating at the connection and culminating g '
in a fire. The selection and use of these ignition sources are described
in more detail in References 3 and 6.

3.Kimwipe Is'a registered trademark of the Kimberley-Clark Corporation.
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+ ----.. 2.2.4 In Situ Fuels :. '

The-in situ fuels'were the primary source of fuel in the cabinets.[5-,J It..'-
was codsidered -reasonable to represent all the fuels in the cabinets with
cables, which are the largest source of In situ fuels ln cabinets. :Most:
plants use IEEE-383-qualified cable; however, some (420%)(5] operating
-plants still use unqualifIed cable in their control. cabinets. Because
both types of .'cable are. still found in plants, both types of cable Wert .:.;

Aused -in the testing.-. -,.r-

* a * . he-:-':IEEE-383 qualified cable,- called qualified cable in the text and .,
z K sighated as "Q" cable in-the plots and tables,' was three-conductor, No.

' l AW i with 01.76-mm (30-mil) cross-linked polyethylene (XPE) insulation,
--silicon glass tape, and a 1.65-mm (65-mil) cross-linked polyethylene (XPE)

. jacket, rated at.600 V. The unqualified cable, designated as IUQ" cable IiI
: ,:K--in the plots and tables,; was three-conductor, No. 12 AWG, with 20/10

polyethylene/polyvinylchloride (PE/PVC) insulation,-4nd a 45-mil (1.14-mm).
polyvinylchloride (PVC) Jacket. -

The..fuel loadings and their arrangements in the'cabinets were designed to
;:'':.,,..' - e gen-rc' to'..nuclear. power plant (NPP) cabinets (as de'scr~be&,n - ,,

Reference'3), in order to make the applicability of the tests as wide as,
possible. jThe fuel configurations used in these tests were as s'imilar as
possible to those'in the CabInet Effects Tests.13] . -

is -' I
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Cable bundles, similar to those used to 
make up the in situ fuel load in

the burnilng cabinet, were placed at eight other locations in the

enclosure. One bundle was placed on 
each adjacent wall in the adjacent

cabinet, and one bundle on each oppositiiwa-l in the adjacent cabinet.

* The remaining four bundles were placed on topn.of various cabinets and

cabinet mockups around 
the enclosure. The purpose of placing these 

cable' '

bundles.was to investigate 
the room environment effects 

on the cables.

2.3- Cabinet Instrumentation

In addition -to' .the instrumentation installed in the test ehnclosure, V

-descrbed In-Section 2.1. and detailed by Nowlen in Reference 5, 
the

cab~inetsin the control room mockup were themselves instrumented with

free-air or. surface-mounted thermocouples, heat flux gages, and',

- '' bidirectional pressure flow .probes. The general arrangement (if this

W . 'instrumentation is shown in Figure 9. A few other cabinets were 
'lightly

i instrumented with thermocouples; however, only the cabinets shown iln

;';-"'-Figure 9. were heavily instrumented because they were in the general......

. '.location of the fires.
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3 DISCUSSION OF CABINET AND CONTROL ROOM FIRE TESTS

Five cabinet and control rcom fire tests, identified hereafter simply as
TestW21 through Test 25, were conducted at the FMRC test facility. (Note
-that Tests 1-20 involved simple fuel sources and are described 1 in
Reference 4.) Table I summarizes the test setup for Tests-21Lthrough 25...

rgj� ,"r,nHill-4
j!k!Z;j"

i 'A

"Iffil" _"..P

�, 1111I -� PY

. Cabinet

Table 1

and'Control Room Tests 21
; Test Setup Summary

Through 25

.

Test
Parameter . 21 22 23 2 1425 .. ' i

--Locatlon of Flre
Benchboard Cabinet
Vertical Cabinet C

*lanitlonSource
Gas Burner.-
Transient Source
F1 oer Cm I *.P. aUI

V X

i;. I
i 11 -.I! .- ! - - Xii :1.1 .. !
i.- i , .I I . :i. I ..

!:: I . j"

x~ -x

x

7.

-C.

fl. r au %.M I P MI %

V

-x
x . x .. - .,

- t.-
�: L. ,

u 1 I W JJ IJ :- -31. -.

.t -Qualified Cable . ' '" X

, Unqualified Cable : X X

i-.--Vehntltliton -Rate ' i; ,.. .- 3
1 Room Change/hr , X X X X
8 Room Changes/hr. i- . X - 'l

.. 3.1 Gas Burner Tests in Renchboard Cabinets (Tests 21 and 22) -1
Test. ;1 usd a. .1 -0- :n 3
Test 21. used a O.9l-m- (3-ft-) diamet epropyl'ene sand burner in the
benchboard Cabinet-_..4  This- test was -also reported on briefly by''....
-Nowlen.[4] A descriptio-n of.the.test and a timeline of the events that.
occurred during the test:are provided in Figure 10. The purpose of this
*test was primarily, to provide data with a known heat source and rate to - f
* use in validating enclosure instrumentation, previous fire tests (Cabinet

4.Note that tests 21-2 3followed a series of 20 enclosure fire tests in .
the'large-scale test facility, hence, high test numbers ' .- f

18 - - . -- -u r n
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Effects Tests), and fire models. However, the data are also useful 
for

investigating the effects. of a cabinet 
fire on an enclosure. The room

ventilation rate of one 
room change per hour 

(rm ch/hr) is typical 
of manvy-Xi

nuclear power plant control 
rooms. The expected actual heat release rate!

(HRR) and calculated HRR 
are shown in Figure 11.

c The calculated HRR, evaluated 
using the method-described 

by towleni[4 is

not steady because of variation 
in the ventilation flow rate and other

factors. The calculated values 
do, however, follow the general behavior >

and magnitude of the HRR 
profile, which was based 

on gas flow rate.

The interior of Cabinet 
A was essentially at 

flame temperature because 
of

the large flames produced 
by the burner. Adjacent cabinet temperatures

are shown-in Figure 12. 
Cabinet B, the adjacent 

benchboard cabineti had a

peak wall temperature at TC #155 of 235C and was 
still rising when the

.. burners were shut off. 
This temperature could 

potentially damage cables

LT ;Q& : 0 on the wall but would not 
have ignited them. Air temperatures in Cabinets

.BC, and D were-all less than 
100l C when the burners were 

shut off.
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The enclosure environment is depicted by Figures 13 and 14, the enclosure
temperatures and enclosure optical density. The enclosure temperatures at
Sector 25 did not rise over 100C, although-they were still rising when
the burners were turned off. The vertical teni-erature stratification in.
the enclosure was not significant in a 0.305- to 1.82-m (1- to 6-~ft) range.
(but it was significant when the total room height was considered).. Also,
as shown in Figure 13, there was no obvious hot laye-, using the typical
definition of-a 'hot layer' as a sudden, large (>1006C/m) temperature
J jump. The smoke obscured the view inside. the enclosure within 10 min
after ignition. The smoke layer could be seen descending from the cei.ling
during the test, as shown in Figure 14. The smoke was always denser near...
-the upper. part of the enclosure. However., even at the 1.82-m (6-ft)

. ; levation, .-the optical. density (Figure 14) was indicative of very poor
visibility.conditions that developed.quite quickly.

400

CHANNEL KEY: ..

152 - CAB D' CENTER AIR

300 155 * CAB ' HIGH RIGHT WALL

- :u 1S7 -CAB e HIGH CENTER AIR -

161 - CAB 'C' HIGH CENTER AIR _ -.

- 200 155 ..- -

0 157 152

* .1 1-- k

Figure
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12. Temperatures in

15 20 25

TIME (min)

Noninvolved Cabinets During Te st ;

fy the instrument.tree
re (see Reference 4).

t"Sector 2" is a
at the.physical

designation used to Wdenti1
center of the test enclosui
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.This test demonstrated that with a gaseous fuel (propylene), a fire.
growing to a peak rate of 516 kW results in only a moderate.rise in

'-. enclosure temperature. The observed enclosure peak temperature outside
the fire plume of less than 100C would not generally be assumed to result
in problems for most equipment, with the possible exception of integrated
circuits. The smoke accumulation in the enclosure obscures the view.
inside the enclosure within. 10 min and is potentially a major problem.
Previous testing at FMRC has indicated 1Lhat the smoke-generating.proper-

,:,6 an-ties of propylene are quite similar to those of many types of cable - ^;

insulation so that similar enclosure effects were expected for the fires
of similar magnitude involving cable insulation.

.i',' Test 22 employed the same setup as Test 21 except that the burne'r .was $%-
programmed to grow to 1000,kW in 8 min. This test was also designed to -:

11 . provide data-for, computer code, enclosure instrumentation, and previous
!test. (Cabinet-Effects Tests) validation. A description of the test and a
timeline of the events that occurred in th-e-test are -provided in Figure
15. -The expected profile and, calculated heat-release rates -are shown in.
Figure 16. It should be noted that in this -test, the propylene fuel
inventory was insufficienti to maintain the desired gas flow rate. At
approximately 12 min after ignition, test personnel observed that gas
pressure had fallen from the initial value of 175 kPa to 133 kPa (25 psig
to 19 psig). Further observation of the gas pressure indicated that gas,
pressure decreased steadily throughout the remainderof the burn. At the-:.
time of scheduled burner shutdown, a pressure of approximately 91 kPa (13

:.psig) was reached... Thus, the-calculated HRR shown in Figure 16 accurately
-reflects the actual fire behavior observed.

Temperatures in the adjacent cabinets are shown' in Figure 17. The peak
wall temperature in Cabinet.B is higher than in Test 21 at 360*C. The
temperature appears to have. peaked before the burners were turned off.
This is-most likely a result of the failure to maintain the desired gas

expected to result in autoign.ition of either' qualified or unqualified -

cable, although damage to cables or components is likely to occur at these
temperatures. Again, as in Test 21, the adjacent cabinet air temperatures
were all less than'1000C, with the air in Cabinet B reaching a maximum of
80OC-at 14:30 Min after ignition.

The, peak enclosure temperature in this tests was.107C near (5.97 m [19 ft
. in]) 'the ceiling at Sector 2(the room center location). As in Test 21,
the temperatures were stratified vertically with a peak temperature at the

-.0.3 x H level, 1.83 m (6 ft), of 62C. These temperatures are shown in
Figure' 18 for Sector 2. The smoke layer-descended from the ceiling at a i i'
steady rate, eventually obscuring the view inside the room within 10 mn.

3.2 Benchboard Cabinet Fire Tests (Tests 23 and 24)

Test 23 was the first Room Effects Test in which'a 'real" fuel was burned, :-;@
IEEE 383-74 qualified cable'(XPE/XPE) was placed inside.a benchboard-style'

23 " ' -.
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-Figure i '.AprtdThermocouple Measurements at Sector 2

During Test 22

cabinet and used to make up the in situ fuel configuration. The

configuraton, a arrange a naryietcal as possible . to the
configuration In Preliminary Cabinet. Test5-[S.3]: The in situ fuel 'loading,
-for Test 23 was 1.55x106 kJ (w1.47x106 Btu). '- Ignition source, for; this.

~-~-*~ test was the transient. source (i~e., a bucket, 'a box of Kimwipes, and

0.9A (I. qt) of acetone). The cabinet was. provided with- a bottom- front
vetiatongrll adthe door in the rear remained open during the test6

Roomn ventilation was set at 1 rm ch/hr (0.38 m3/s or 800 ft3/min)..

After ign1t on:,,the fire began to propagate rapidly up the ignition bundle';i<i
andquickly spread throughout-the 'cabinet. Unl ikeanprvosabnt.U-. ;.a*

test performed at SNLA with..qualif led (XPE/XPE) cable, the fire spreadi
..throughout the ednti're cabinet, consuming all the cable. Th is is >4
attributed to -two potential factors. First, as fires are inherently

- dffiultto' reproduce. it has been conjectured that the cables 'were
arranged Wn a."critical" configuration due to seemingly minor differences.
it also appears that the soffit above the open cabinet door led to the

formation of a 'mini' hot layer within the cabinet that enhanced the

thermal feedback, to' the cables, thus accounting for the much higher,
-intensity than, that observed with qualified cablein a vertical cabin'et

with no such doorway soffit. This event illustrates the~influence of the.I'
so-called critical configuration described in the Cabinet' Effects
Tests.[3]

26~
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* A description of Test 23 and a timeline showing the events that occurred . X
1 did during the test are provided 'in Figure 19. Figure 20 is a sequence of
photographs taken during the test. The heat-release rate (HRR) in this
test rose rapidly in -10 min to a peak of 1235 kW, then dropped off within
another 10 min, as shown in Figure 21. This fire was the most intense

j fire encountered up to this point in the test effort. This fire intensity
exceeded that observed in any of the cabinet effects tests, with either-,..-
qualified or unqualified cables. Only Test 24 of this series, involving\Q.. j. a
unqualified cable in an identical configuration and described below,
resulted in a more intense fire.

The air inside the'burning cabinet, as shown-in Figure 22, was effectively''
at flame temperature until the fire began to. burn down at around 20
minutes. However, the upper left wall temperature (TC 145) stayed at
*around 700@C until well after observable fire activity ceased. .The -
continuing high temperature was most likely due to a hot spot caused by

D smoldering cables.- Adjacent cabinet air and wall temperatures. are shown
in Figure 23. The peak adjacent cabinet wall temperature was 272C at

' 11:15 min after ignition. As shown in Figure 23 at 11:15,min, the wall '
temperature dropped sharply to approximately cabinet air temperature (TC.--
.147). -The reason for the sharp drop in temperature.appears to be because..
the. thermocouple on the wall '(TC 155) came loose from its attachment to
the wall. The adjacent cabinet wall temperature would have gone higher,
-but how high is unknown. The peak cabinet air temperature was 1140C in
' Cabinet B at 16:30 min after ignition. Total cable weight burned during
this test was 49.55 kg'(109 lb).

- The enclosure temperatures for Sector 2 (temperatures at other locations
are very similar) are shown in Figure 24. The peaXk temperature, 132 C, in
the enclosure at Sector 2 was at the 5.97-m (19-ft:.7-in) level at 13:15
min after ignition. As. shown in Figure 24, there is some vertical
temperature stratification in the enclosure. The peak temperature at the
1.83-1v(6-ft)% level was. 87iC at 15:30 after ignition. During the test, . *.

. -:.:' the'smoke began to obscure the view at the 1.83-m level at 9 minutes.- The''
optical densities at-S.ector 2 for three different levels are shown in i1A

- Figure 25. The vision distance with a bright light at-an optical density .:
of 2 m-l is o0.86 m. (Unit of optica'l density is 'reciprocal meters, i.e.,
meters to the-I power, although conversion to visibility distances is not
a linear operation.[4]) An observation made after the'test was that there
was a.thick'deposit of soot on the cabinets and floor. Also, it took a
lorng time (1 hr) to purge the smoke from the enclosure after the test. '
Cable bundles in other cabinets, on top of other cabinets,, and in other.
locations throughout the enclosure did not experience any damage.

In Test 24, 'unqualified cable (PE/PVC) was placed inside a benchboard -'
<cabiiet. -Th'e in stu fuel'configuration for this test was the same as for'
* PCT 5.of the Cabinet Effects Tests. As in PCT 5, the ignition source was-
electrical, :provided by a simulated hiqh-resistance buildup. Again.the'fuel laig was- x1A¶f6

-4. loadingW w .47xJU, kJ (^1.44x1Ou Btu). The room Ventilation was
l maintained at-l rm ch/hr. 'Ignition of the cables 'occurred at a'power of

2't7

000-0;27 . .
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TEST#: 23., . . . I i

CABINET STYLE & VENTILATION. BENCHBOARD CABINET, FRONT VENTILATION
i .' ' GRILL AND OPEN BACKDOOR

IN SITU FUEL TYPE A AMOUNT: QUALIFIED CABLE (XPE/XPE), 1.55 x 106 kJ
- (1.47 x 106 Btu).
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,:170 W through the circuit used to provide the high-resistance buildup. . h
';t`-5 " The fire burned and propagated in much the same manner as It Oitd In PCT 5,

A large .quantity of soot was deposited on the cabinet, and on the .walls
and floor of the facility. Figure 26 provides a descript1ona'nda
timeline giving the highlights of Test 24; Figure. 27 is a sequence of

- photographs illustrating.this test. The curve shown in Figure 28 reveals
that the heat-release' rate peaked at an intensity of 1300 kW 27:30 min.
into the test, 12:10 mlihafter ignition. It took apiproximately 6 min for : -

the fire -to 'become large enough to register on the instrumentation, but -
;.very shortly. thereafter the HRR peaked, indicating an extremely high rate

of combustion. The mass-loss instrumentation did -not function properly
a.', 'during Test 24,.so no data were recorded from which the rate of mass loss

could be computed However, posttest examination'showed that--the total
mass loss was 50 kg (110 lb). Once the combustibles had been exhausted,
the fire died out as quickly as it had risen. 
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,*; TEST #. 24 . .; ............ ; ......... ;.. ;.':

*CABINET STYLE 8 VENTILATION: BENCHBOARD CABINET, FRONT VENTILATION 
-..

: ~~GRILL AND OPEN BACKDOOR | j

IN SITU IFUEL TYPE & AMIOUNT: UNQIUALIFIED CABLE- (PE/PVC), 1.47 x no kJ.

.. Ij . (1.44 xlO6 Btu).. . . -

.go 
!p . . !

:
: ' IGNITION TYPE & AMOUNT-.. ELECTRICAL, IGNITION SOURCE

. .R 1 ;

ROOM VENTILATION RATE.- 1 rm eh/hr. i;----

CONDITIONS AT TEST START: - TEMPERATURE 20 C, RELATIVE HUMIDITY 71% !
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Figure 26. Description and Timeline for Test 24
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Figure 28. Calculated Heat-Release Rate for Test 24

Figure 29 is'a plot of. temperatures inside Cabinet A during Test 24... It :

*' -temperature once the fire began to spread. Flames were, in fact, observed
coming out of the cabinet pear'the top ofthe door. There appeared to be
combustion of-the gases in the top of the cabinet. Figure 30 is a plot of**
temperatures inside Cabinet B, the adjacent cabihet, during Test 24. The
peak temperature in Cabinet B reeched only 90Cat 34 mi, but the right:
cabinet wall recorded a temperature of 319eC at 32:30 min (18:40 and 17:.10,
postignition, respectively).' . -

Figurt'31 is a plot of air' temperatures at Sector 2 of the test enclosure
a, . (temperatures at other locations were similar to those at Sector 2). At

":--the .5.97-r' (19-ft 7-in) elevation, the peak of 121C was reached at 29:45
m n':- at 1.83 m (6 ft) above the floor, the highest temperature recorded -j

. .'was 75'C at 32:16 min (14:25 and 16:54 postignition, respectively), Some
ert ical temperature..strafification is apparent, but: not as much as in-
'Tst '23 -wi th qual i f id cabl e.' The temperatures seen fijn est 24 are below : ;'-

Idamage levels for-most equipment and cables, with the possible exception.,.
of integrated. circuits. . Figure 32 indicates the gradual descent-of. the -

F smoke layer as the test progressed. Smoke completely obscured the view

!i .- ., ' - ,
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-frfrom th -f of the enclosure of6the 1.8-r (-ft) level beginning -.
--approximately at 15 min after tg'nition, This visual observation is

:.: somewhat at variance with the plot, which shows an optical density of 1 m.
I at 27 min, or 12 min after ignition, shortly'prior. to the time-at which
smoke was visually observed to obscure vision.

Significantly'more soot was observed to have been deposited on the floor
and cabinets than had been seen in Test 23 or in any of the Cabinet
Effects Tests. There are three likely causes, which may have operated:-..
separately or in combination to produce this result: (1) the recorded

..relative. humidity of 71% (this parameter never reached that value in the
Cabinet Effects-Tests), (2) the use of unqualified cable as the in situ
fuel, or (3) the low ventilation rate (1 rm ch/hr) compared to the Cabinet

-Effects Tests. This discussion is carried further by Jacobus in Reference
7..- As in Test 23, no damage to cables outside the burning cabinet was
observed. i .

r .3.3 Vertical Cabinet Fire Test (Test 25)

The last test performed was Test 25, in which unqualified cable (PE/PVC):'.:: '
was burned inside a vertical cabinet. The in situ fuel arrangement and,
amount were approximately the same as in PCT 2.[3] Approximately- -
*; -- 0546 kJ (1.OxlO 6 Btu),of cable insulation was loaded into the vertical
cabinet. The doors to the cabinet were left open throughout the test. :
Ignition was induced--by simulated electrical high-resistance heat. buildup.,.,.
(in PCT 2, the equivalent test from'Part I of the test series, a transient J
ignition source was used). Room ventilation was maintained at an exchange,,'
rate of 8 rm ch/hr (6400 ft 3/mln) to investigate the effect of high
ventilation rates. The fire propagated in much the same way it did 'in PCT

-2z consuming most of the cables; except a few near the floor of the-
cabinet-- -

Figure 33 is a description and timeline, showing significant events during$. -
Test 25. Figure 34 i's a sequence of photographs taken during the test
(times shown are after ignition). The heat-release-rate curve shown in
Figure 35 shows an 840 kW'peak at 22 min into the. test, 6:20 inin after

Fir ' .ignition..-This is compared to the approximate peak HRR of 995 kW seen at
12 min after ignition.in PCT 2. The fire appears to'have spread much more r

..quickly in this test than it did in Test 24, when peak HRR was not reached
-until 12 min after electrical ignition. The fire-grew very quickly yet',

;,.d W~g-ed down slowlycompared with Tests 23 and 24. -The most probable causes 2L
.'of this difference 'in fire.behavior were that in Test 25, the fuel was
v : -more widely dispersed horizontally, and there were fewer vertical cable
-.runs in the cabinet; thus i-t reached a lower peak HRR sooner and burned

tts' at a lower rate for~a longer: period. ; 'a.

In this testa smoke detector was mounted on the ceiling of the cabinet
directly above the electrical ignition source. A.second-detector was also

'.-fi|..:..placed on 'the. ceiling~of remote cabinet "F", as shown in Figure. 2. Thb -- 4A
purpose of the smoke detector was to determine when a typical in-cabinet

: a.. . .38 .N
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Based on'

8 rm c /hr and then smoothed .

.i detector would-detect smoke'. from an electrical ignition source. such as.

that used here-. Smoke was visually observed,1-n 
.a very.small amount,.from

i+_ "the electrical ignition source at 9.5 min after the source 
was turned on

or 6 min prior to actual ignition. 
The detector within thetsourice 

cabinet.

signaled smoke- detection at approximately 10.5 min after the source was

turned on,- or-approximately;1 
min after visual detection of smoke. The

second detector in the remote cabinet did not activate until 25.5 'min -.

after the source was turned on, 10 min after actual ignition. This- ... .

experiment showed only that the..in-cabinet-detector 
-(source cabinet),could: '' 

.X

detect smoke from the electrical ignition source before a'fire actually ,'

-:started.Had the doors on' the cabinet been 
closed, the smoke might have

.been. detected earlier (due to smoke accumulation in 
the cabinet). Also

this detector-had-been placed 
In-the optimum location- based on pre-event

knowledge of. the fire source's 
location, for detection of.the 

source..:,

* Figure 36 shows temperatures, recorded 
at three different.locations within

Cabinet C (the subjecticabinet) during Test 25. Generally, these , it

temperatures are substantially lower than the.corresponding temperatures

in the earlier tests (400 versus 800'C). Again, the--most. probable cause

was the great horizontal dispersal 
of the fuel in the benchboard 

cabinet.'

Figure 37 portrays the air temperature at the high. center location in

Cabinet B (the cabinet nearestthe 
subject'cabinet) during Test 

25. This - '

parametei-rnever exceeded 25'%, 
which was reached at 34 mininto 

the test

- , *,4
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(18 min-after ignition). Note from. Figure.2 that there were no cabinets..
"immediately adjacent to Cabinet C, s hr r odt vial on
temperatures in- "adjacent" cabinets..

-A .

FIgue3 shows temperature profiles at Sector 2 of the test. enclosu're M
during Test 25 (similar, to the profiles :.at other locations).. Peak
-temperature -at the 5.97-rn (19-ft 7-in.) level was 62'C at 25 min (9 min_
after ignition), At~the 1.83-rn (6-ft) level., the peak was 32oC at 27 min

- (11 min after ignition). N OverallI , the temperatures experienced were7
relatively low. As ual C ther me aVertical temperature o ' -:
stratification in the enclosure. The higher ventilation rate in thistest, pumping 6400 25 3/min of cold air, into the enclosure, may ha'eak held

.:..~temperatur-a tht.7 I-t7i. ee as6 t2 i 9mn - +1

tmpeaat res.down. Figure .39 depicts the recorded optical density data a
for Test 25. Visual observations were that smoke did not begin to obscure
the -view at' the 1.83 lw 6 ft) elevation until 30 min (14 min after
ignition); the data inediiate obscuration at this level -beginning at. 23 m

mn m after ignition). This3disagreement between optical density
instrumentation data and visual observation is more pronounced in this
test than in any of the others. This discrepancy may be a result of the
partitioning effects of the cabinets. Measurements were made at the room
center. n front of the cabinets, while observations were made from the
backside viewing windows. Optical den'sities appear to' be lower in this
test,' presumably because of the high ventilation rate. --
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4' CONCLUSIONS ' i --.-

These 'Room Effects Tests' provided validation of the "Cabinet Effects
Tests" in showing that, for similar configurations, the fires could be
duplicated and burn in much the same way. In:.addition, with both types. of '-

ignition sources, the tests provide confirmation that the threat of '
spontaneous (non-piloted) ignition to an adjacent cabinet (assuming a
double wall-between cabinets). from high temperature either on the adjacent
cabinet wall or in the adjacent cabinet'i s-;small. Typical adjacent
cabinet air temperatures during the fire were less. than 120-C. For most
equipment, with the possible exception of integrated. circuits, these -
temperatures will probably not result in operational failure. SoQme types -

* ' of-sensitive control circuits could be expected to experience calibration
shifts at these temperatures as well.. Adjacent cabinet wall temperatures
reached as high as 3606C, which may cause failure. of cables. and"of. '-
equipment mounted very near this wall. Again, the double-barrier cabinet'..::'

... wall configuration was' most likely 'responsible for moderating.wall;'!5.
temperatures. It was also demonstrated during this test phase that given
the right configuration of cabinet, ignition source, and in situ fuel, the.
1 38EEE-33 qualified cable (XPE/XPE) could result in a quickly propagating -i'

. 'intense fire that.would burn all the fuel in the cabinet.

Conclusions relating to the'effect of a cabinet fire on a control-rdom-
g%>-0:<size enclosure are as follows:

The smoke begins to obscure the view inside the enclosure
within 6 to 15 min after ignition, even in thielarge enclosure.
The time to obscuration is slightly longer :at the higher

...... , , ventilation rate, presumably due to enhanced dilution of the
..smoke. .-A ventilation rate of 8 rm ch/hr was notC:high enough to -.
effectively purge the smoke from the enclosure. It appears

reconfiguration of'-the system.with inlets at floor level will - -''' 't"

be required to purge the smoke from the enclosure. This aspect
-was not fully investigated.

-No true uniform' "hot layer," as often indicated by a
significant temperature discontinuity, developed in the
enclosure; rather there is significant vertical temperature ' '>
stratification. Peak'temperatures (near the enclosure ceiling "
'outsWde. the -fire plume) are typically less. than 150GC even -
given fires on the order of 1 MW in, intensity. This .

- temperature does not, pose a threat from autoighition. The .
-:enclosure.temperatures' in these tests were lower than those inths werenethanthe Cabinet Effects. Tests because of the larger enclosure
volume, even though lower relative ventilation rates were used.-- '
T::hese tests did not investigate the isolation bf fgroups of '

i.cabinets from the' general enclosure, as' is often done for.-
x~~"" t $'.ventilation purposes. Such isolation of cabinets could result ''

flI-si in significantly higher local temperatures, because one is in
effect crdating' a small room within the larger enclosure-;-----_...

45 ''
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. The amount of soot deposition from burning cable fires (which''
could cause shorting in some components in the enclosure)
appears to be a function of fire development rate, ventilation
rate, and humidity in the enclosure. In all cases fairly.'heavy'
soot deposition throughout the enclosure was observed.
'Further, it was found that in the case of unqualified cables
this soot was 'heavily loaded with chlorides, raising the li
possibility that if combined with moisture a highly acidic

"- solution could result (see Reference 7).

It should be noted that these tests are very configuration-specific, that.
is, with different cabinet types and configurations, in situ fuels and -
loadings, and ignition sources, the fires could have burned quite : i'r~.
differently.' The data from these tests should be extrapolated with care. 4
Test 23 was particularly significant in this respect. As a. result of the.
Cabinet Effects Tests', it-was-initially concluded.that use of IEEE-383-:
qualified cable would significantly reduce the potential intensity'of a
cabinet fire. The intensity of the fire in Test 23, 1235 kW peak release'
rate, was exceeded in both test series only by Test 24, at 1300 kW. This.
test clearly demonstrates the. inherent variability of fires, and that,.-

-. -':,-givend the.proper circumstances, a quite severe fire in qualified cables Is
a realistic possibility. .

'No effort was made to determine the capability of a nuclear power plant to
shut down in the event of a cabinet fire. In addition (although there ar-
data available), no effort was made to evaluate the, combustion-product'. F''..Th
:gases and their effects on operators. For the configurations tested,,it
appears that the most significant problems with respect to the enclosure-
environment that could .arise are those related to obscuration ofK:the view -
within the; enclosure and to the inability to. purge. the smoke from the

`-enclosure.: Due to the rapid build-up of smoke and the resulting , l
stradation of visibility conditions, 'operator.effectiveness in sucV

S..:^':situa~tions woul'd be' severely compromised, probably to the! point -of:'. /
ssentially no effectiveness. . -. .

Cables that were placed: in adjacent cabinets and throughout thie enclosure>j.
showed no :sign of significant damage externally or internally:(excepi
large deposits of soot). Cables in adjacent Cabinet B6experienced som
'melting of the.jacket.(Of one cable on the right wall), although there was
no shorting -of the. internal conductors and no sign of potential . [i
autoignition. While !adjacent cabinet temperatures did not pose Anh" '
autoign-ition problem# some sensitive items of control equipment -
particularly those based on integrated circuits, may experience

* calibration drifts and/or failures at the observed temperatures.:.This.:-
question was not directly investigated. : This series of tests did no ; l.
address the potential for spread of fire beyond the cabinet of origin v.

A -. .. through-cables penetrating the cabinet surfaces. Given the intensity -f
- the observed fires this potential cannot be.discounted. .

. . .. . - -46
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i::This report presents the findings of the second part of a two-part series of full-
,aie electrical cabinet fire tests conducted by Sandia National Laboratories for the
.S.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The first part of this test series investigated
ieileffects of various cabinet parameters on a cabinet fire.' The second part of the
Mst series, described here, investigated.the effects of such-a;fire on a large
18..3x12.2x6.l-m or 60x40x20-ft) enclosure.

Five tests involving a fire in a, control cabinet were conducted under Part 2 of
he test: series. These tests investigated the effects of fuel type, cabinet
6nfigu ation, a d7dnclosure ventilation rate on the development of the enclosure
nVi4ronment. 'Although fires as large as 1300 kW resulted, enclosure peak temperatures
outside the fire plume itself) were typically less than 150'C,`with significant .

ertical.fherial stratification observed. The most.significant-impact on the test.-
ticlosure'environment was that dense smoke, in all cases, resulted 'n total obscuration
f the-enclosure within 6-15 minmof flee ignition. Enclosure ventilation rates as high
.S '.g..room air changes per hour were found to be ineffective in purging the smoke from

t.b.large enclosure. Similar obscuration problems had also been observed in the.-Part -
:-t'ts, which'iti-lized-a smaller enclosure with.ventilation ratest.-as high as 15 room: .
1r.:'changes per hour. '
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